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Abstract
Raman microspectroscopy is an optoelectronic technique based on the inelastic scattering of light. This
technique has been demonstrated to have potential to identify different materials based on subtle differ-
ences in the Raman spectral profile using various multivariate statistical classification tools. However,
Raman scattering is an inherently weak process. Low photon counts coupled with non-ideal collection ef-
ficiencies means that Raman spectroscopy is vulnerable to noise. This makes system optimisations, as well
as efficient and reliable noise removal, a necessity in sensitive applications such as chemical classification
or diagnostics. Provided in this thesis are software and experimental methodologies to evaluate system
performance, predict system performance under various conditions, and to identify the optimal system
configuration/set-up in order to achieve the highest possible signal to noise ratio. Modelling methodolo-
gies presented in this thesis allow the user to systematically evaluate minimum acquisition times, optimise
camera read-out modes, and predict system behaviour with alternative optical elements in order to max-
imise signal to noise ratio. The denosing algorithms presented in this thesis have been shown to provide
superior signal to noise ratio when compared with their traditional counterparts. When compared with the
double acquisition method, the proposed cosmic ray removal algorithm resulted in a 10% improvement. An
algorithm that enhances Savitzky-Golay smoothing with maximum likelihood estimation produced spectra
with up to double the signal to noise ratio when compared to the raw spectra and consistently outperformed
the algorithms it was compared to. The use of reflective substrates is also investigated and was shown to
approximately triple the collected Raman scatter when compared with transparent substrates. By utilising
the methodologies detailed in this thesis it is possible to improve the efficiency of the Raman system in
question.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Raman microspectroscopy is an optoelectronic technique based on the inelastic scattering of light that
can be used to evaluate the chemical composition of various materials, including biological samples. This
technique has been demonstrated to have potential to identify different materials based on subtle differences
in the Raman spectral profile using various multivariate statistical classification tools. [1–6]
However, Raman scattering is an inherently weak process, with approximately 1 in 107 photons under-
going scattering. [7] Low photon counts coupled with non-ideal collection efficiencies, e.g. the numerical
aperture of the microscope objective or the camera’s quantum efficiency, means that Raman spectroscopy is
vulnerable to noise. Noise will decide the detection limit of the recording process as well as the classifica-
tion potential of multivariate statistical analysis that may be applied to a recorded dataset for classification
purposes, making system optimisations, as well as efficient and reliable noise removal, a necessity in sen-
sitive applications such as chemical classification or diagnostics. [8, 9] These optimisations will result in
an enhancement of the signal to noise ratio that will translate into shorter acquisition times and higher
classification sensitivity and specificity.
There are three primary approaches to minimising experimental noise in Raman systems; i) increasing
acquisition times in order to collect more photons and, therefore, reduce the impact of shot noise, ii) optimis-
ing hardware in order to collect more scattered photons, and iii) denoising software. Software is a flexible,
adaptable, and often cheap solution to this problem; this thesis aims to provide software and experimental
methodology to evaluate system performance, predict system performance under various conditions, and
to identify the optimal system configuration/set-up in order to achieve the highest possible signal to noise
ratio. This thesis includes several contributions in the area of Raman spectroscopy that are all focused on
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improving the signal to noise ratio of the recorded Raman spectra:
• Rigorous methodology for estimating the signal to noise ratio in a given Raman spectrum.
• Methodology for estimating the ’system specific irradiances’, i.e. estimating the irradiance of the
spectrum in the plane of the detector. This facilitates the creation of simulated datasets that simulate
the effect of a variety of experimental conditions.
• Software based methods that enables the identification of the recording parameters that provide the
optimal signal to noise ratios for a given application that makes use of multivariate classification.
These methods include; acquisition time and camera read-out parameters. This approach also makes
use of simulated datasets.
• Software based methods for predicting the effect of altering optical elements in a given system on the
signal to noise ratio of the recorded spectra.
• Investigation of the optimal substrate for Raman based cytology, particularly when laser excitation in
the near infrared wavelength region is used.
• An algorithm to remove cosmic ray artefacts from spectra that yield spectra with significantly higher
signal to noise ratio when compared to the commonly used double acquisition method.
• A denoising algorithm that enhances Savitzky-Golay smoothing with maximum likelihood estima-
tion, which produces denoised spectra with significantly higher signal to noise ratio and peak fidelity
than traditional Savitzky-Golay smoothing.
• The introduction of a novel metric known as the ’SNR product’ that enables the user to evaluate
denoising algorithms in terms of both peak fidelity and overall ’smoothness’ in a single metric.
It is believed that the contributions listed above will be practically useful in many applications of Raman
spectroscopy. By applying the methodology that is detailed in this thesis to optimise collected Raman scatter
and increase the signal to noise ratio of spectra, it is possible to reduce acquisition time, increase the overall
throughput of the system, and reliably record spectra that are suitable for classification purposes in the most
efficient and cost effective manner possible, this includes the selection of the most cost-effective equipment
(e.g. array detection) for a particular application. A detailed breakdown of the chapters contained in this




This thesis is intended to be accessible to the engineer, biomedical physicist, and clinician. For this purpose
a thorough background is provided that describes the principles on which the contributions in this thesis are
based. This background material is provided in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. These background chapters provide no
novel content with the exception of Section 4.4 that describes a novel method that can be used to estimate
the irradiance that is incident on the array detector in a Raman spectrometer. This section, and the chapters
that follow, all provide novel contributions that have either been published, submitted to a journal or are in
preparation for submission. The details of this are provided at the beginning of each relevant chapter.
Overview of Raman spectroscopy, Chapter 2
In this chapter a classical description of the physics behind Raman spectroscopy is given. Raman spec-
troscopy may also be described using quantum mechanics; however, we do not explore this aspect in this
thesis and focus only on the classical theory. Instead, references are provided for the reader should they
require additional information. A description of the basic set-up of the Raman spectrometer is also provided
in this section.
Numerical Methods, Chapter 3
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of algorithms that are typically applied to Raman
spectra. Multivariate statistical analysis must be applied to spectra in order to classify the data. This section
details the typical signal correction techniques that must be applied as pre-processing measures in advance
of multivariate classification, such as calibration and background subtraction as well as the multivariate
statistical methods applied to the spectra to classify the cell types. These numerical methods are used
throughout this thesis.
Signal to Noise Ratio in the Context of Raman Spectroscopy, Chapter 4
The purpose of this chapter is to mathematically define the noise sources present in Raman spectra so that
they can be reliably modelled. There are several sources of noise present in experimental Raman spectra
and all of these noise sources impact on the signal to noise of the Raman spectrum and the effectiveness of
classification.
This chapter also details the methodology behind creating artificial datasets, which makes use of the
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noise models that are reviewed at the beginning of the chapter. Creation of artificial datasets relies on a
procedure for extracting a reference spectral profile that is referred to in this thesis as a ’system specific
irradiance’. The modelling of the noise sources, and the creation of artificial datasets, will be used through-
out the thesis to analyse the signal to noise ratio of experimental spectra, perform system optimisation
procedures, and test the performance of denoising algorithms.
The Effect of Signal to Noise Ratio on Classification, Chapter 5
Following the previous chapter in which the signal to noise ratio is investigated in a Raman spectrum, in
this chapter the impact of low signal to noise ratios is investigated on the capability of Raman spectroscopy
to provide classifiable spectra. Shot noise and dark current noise are time dependent and yet the length of
the acquisition time affects these respective noise sources in the signal to noise ratio in an opposing manner.
Dark current accumulates over time and, therefore, a long acquisition time will increase the dark current
noise contribution in the spectrum. However, despite the fact that shot noise also increases with acquisition
time, the impact of the shot noise on the signal to noise ratio will lessen with respect to acquisition time,
because the signal intensity will increase at a faster rate than the shot noise. Therefore, a compromise must
be made in terms of acquisition time. Another point of note is that longer acquisition times will result in
more contamination with cosmic ray artefacts. This section shows that higher signal to noise ratios provide
better classification accuracy using principal components analysis, which can provide information about
minimum acquisition times for reliable classification for a given application.
Optimal CCD Read Modes, Chapter 6
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the various camera modes that are available in typical array
detectors used for Raman spectroscopy and how these settings can be optimised in order to maximise signal
to noise ratio for a given application. Optimising the design and equipment used in the Raman system is an
important step towards maximising the SNR of the resulting spectra. Assuming that the optical elements
in the collection path of the spectrometer are suitable for the application, the most significant contributor
of experimental noise is the array detector, for the purposes of this thesis, charge-coupled device (CCD).
This piece of hardware is often cooled in order to reduce the rate of dark current generation. It is also often
necessary to carefully choose read parameters under certain experimental conditions in order to minimise
dark current and read noise contributions. Incorporating a CCD that has extremely low dark current, low
read noise, and/or is resistant to cosmic rays may not always be feasible. In such cases, it is necessary to
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make the most of the system available by modelling it’s behaviour and selecting the optimal CCD settings.
Predicting the Effect of Changing Optical Elements in a Given System, Chapter 7
By expanding the model described in the previous chapter, it is possible to predict how the system may
behave after any optical element has been replaced, for example the CCD, so that the user can deduce with
a certain level of confidence, that a piece of expensive new equipment will or will not improve the classi-
fication accuracy of their system. This chapter expands on the previous model by including the quantum
efficiency of the CCD so that datasets may be simulated in a particular system for any given CCD. We
briefly discuss how this methodology may be expanded on to include other optical elements, such as the
microscope objective or diffraction grating.
An Algorithm for the Removal of Cosmic Ray Artefacts, Chapter 8
In the event that no further enhancement in signal to noise ratio can be achieved through optimisation of
the hardware, software post-processing methods may still be used to further enhance the signal to noise
ratio. It is necessary to approach the removal of cosmic ray artefacts differently to that of CCD induced
noise due to their disparate natures. A number of methods have previously been proposed for the detection
and replacement of pixels contaminated by cosmic ray artefacts (CRAs), which result from the random
interaction of high energy particles with the detector sensor during the acquisition. Arguably the most
commonly used technique is the double acquisition method [10], whereby two consecutive spectra are
recorded, compared, and averaged together in order to remove the CRA contamination. However, multiple
acquisitions will degrade the SNR of the resulting spectrum due to the inclusion of multiple instances
of read noise being introduced into the spectrum. Therefore, a new method is proposed in this chapter
whereby the principles behind the double acquisition method are modified in order to process databases of
single acquisition spectra such that the SNR of the spectra may be optimised.
Algorithm for Optimal Denoising of Raman spectra, Chapter 9
In this chapter, a novel software approach to enhance the signal to noise ratio in a Raman spectrum is
described. CCD induced noise is typically minimised by using smoothing or filtering techniques, typically
Savitzky-Golay smoothing. [11] The SNR of a spectrum fluctuates across the wavenumber range of the
signal. For this reason, treating the entire spectrum to the same smoothing process can result in undesirable
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effects such as the alteration of the underlying spectral features. An alternative algorithm is proposed in this
chapter that enhances the Savitzky-Golay method with Maximum Likelihood Estimation in order to limit
the smoothing effect in peak regions, thus preserving the spectrum’s features while effectively smoothing
areas of no diagnostic interest.
Reflective Substrates, Chapter 10
In this chapter, a software independent method of improving the signal to noise ratio of cell spectra is
investigated. While not strictly part of the recording system, the substrates that the samples are deposited
on can have a significant impact on the performance of the systems. [12] Near infrared (NIR) lasers are a
preferable wavelength choice for the inspection of biological samples. Glass is a preferable substrate for
use in clinics since it is cheap and disposable. However, when NIR lasers interact with glass they produce
large background signal that overpowers the Raman signal produced by the sample. In this chapter, the
proposed solution is to use a reflective substrate i.e. a glass slide with a 100 nm film of gold on it’s surface.
These substrates are a relatively cheap alternative to Raman grade calcium fluoride (approximately 2% of
the cost) and they also significantly boost the collected Raman scatter by introducing a double-pass of the
laser through the sample as well as collecting the forward scattering, which would otherwise be lost. An
investigation into the viability of a glass substrate with a gold film is investigated in terms of incorporating
this substrate into the sample preparation process for clinical applications and it’s affect on the classification
accuracy of multivariate statistics. It is shown that this approach can reduce the acquisition time required to
achieve reliable classification by as much as a half, due to the improved signal to noise ratio of the recorded
spectra.
Conclusion, Chapter 11
The work presented throughout the thesis is reviewed in this chapter and the various contributions are
assessed. Suggestions for future work that build on the contributions in this thesis are also provided.
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Chapter 2
An overview of Raman spectroscopy
2.1 Introduction
Presented in this chapter, is the basic theory of Raman spectroscopy and the physics behind the phenomenon
of the inelastic scattering of light on which Raman spectroscopy is based. Raman spectroscopy is used to
record all the spectra presented in this paper and the various contributions presented in this thesis are
designed to optimise the signal to noise ratio of data collected using this particular method.
The principle behind Raman spectroscopy was first theorised in 1921 by Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata
Raman on an ocean voyage when he observed the scattering of blue light from the ocean and the surrounding
glaciers. He published a paper in Nature [13] following a number of experiments to elaborate on the light
scattering explanation proposed by Lord Rayleigh. In 1930 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for
his use of a spectrograph to detect what became known as ’Raman lines’, resulting from monochromatic
light passing through transparent materials. [14]
The invention of the laser, array detectors, and the subsequent price drop as technology developed
enough to make these items commercially viable allowed the method to be explored for a number of appli-
cations. Raman spectroscopy has been shown to be an effective tool for quality control in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry [15], analysis of sample purity in semi-conductor industry [16], and disease diagnosis. [17,18]
This technique does not require the use of additional reagents and does not affect the chemical composi-
tion/structure of the sample, making it a desirable tool for diagnostics. The analysis provided in this thesis
is primarily to optimise Raman systems and the software used in the post-processing of the resulting spectra
for diagnostic purposes in order to boost SNR, reduce acquisition time/increase throughput, and, in some
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Figure 2.1: Jablonski energy level diagram of Rayleigh and Raman scattering
cases, reduce cost. However, this analysis can arguably be applied to any system that exhibits similar spec-
tral features and noise behaviour. Raman spectroscopy can be described in classical terms or in terms of
quantum mechanics. The following work is based on a classical understanding of Raman scattering, as a
quantum mechanical interpretation is unnecessary for the scope of this work. [19–23]
2.2 The physics of Raman spectroscopy
The technique of Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool that can be used to investigate the chemical compo-
sition of a biological sample. It is based on the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light that occurs when
a photon interacts with a molecular bond. These molecular bonds may exhibit a higher energy vibrational
state that possesses a change in polarisability between each of the states. This is known as a selection rule
for Raman scattering. These higher energy states and changes in polarisability do not occur in Rayleigh
scattering. The mechanics of this phenomenon is illustrated by a Jablonski diagram (Fig. 2.1).
Raman scattering is an inherently weak process with approximately 1 in 107 photons undergoing the
process. [7] Raman scattered photons will either lose energy or gain energy, the former is referred to as
Stokes and the latter as Anti-Stokes. The magnitude of the change in energy, referred to as the Raman shift,













2.3. Rotational Raman spectroscopy
Where ∆v˜is the change in energy in terms of Raman shift, i.e. wavenumbers (cm−1), and λ is the
wavelength (nm) of the incident and emitted photons. This observed shift in magnitude depends on the
rotational and vibrational energies of the interrogated molecules in the sample. [24] This will be further
examined in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4.
By collecting and analysing the Raman scatter produced by a sample, it is possible to identify and
quantify the chemical bonds, which in aggregate allow a chemical ’fingerprint’, to be obtained for the
sample. Symmetric spectra are produced corresponding to a positive and negative Raman shift, which are
referred to as the Stokes and Anti-Stokes spectra. Typically, only the Stokes photons are collected since they
are numerous in comparison to their Anti-Stokes counterparts. This is due to the intensity of each spectrum
being dependent on the population density of the initial energy state. For any state in thermal equilibrium
the ground state will be more populous than the first excited state and as such the Stokes spectra will be
more intense. The relative intensities of the Anti-Stokes and Stokes spectra may be used to calculate the
temperature using Boltzmann’s distribution. [25]
2.3 Rotational Raman spectroscopy
A molecule must be anisotropically polarisable in order to undergo rotational Raman scattering. [26] By
applying an electrostatic field to the molecules being analysed and examining it’s impact on it’s electric
charge distribution it is possible to determine the polarisability of the molecule in question. This property
indicates how readily it’s electron distribution can be distorted by the applied field. A first order dipole
moment, described by Equation 2.2, is induced.
µinduced = αE (2.2)
where µinduced is the dipole moment induced, α is the polarisability of the molecule, and E is the
amplitude of the applied electrostatic field.
However, an external electric field resulting from a laser will induce a second order dipole moment
given by:
µinduced = αE(t) = αE0cos(ωit) (2.3)
where t is the time and ωi is the angular frequency of the electric field. Second order dipole moments
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are very weak but detectable. Higher order dipole moments can be observed in very intense electric fields.
These are referred to as nonlinear optical phenomena.
Variations in polarisability (∆α) are time dependent for anisotropic molecules that are rotating with an
angular frequency of ωr. α will rotate through 2pi taking on a range of values in the range−∆α < α0 < ∆α ,
resulting in Equation 2.4.
α(t) = α0+∆αcos(2ωrt) (2.4)









The first component describes the Rayleigh scattering element, the second describes Anti-Stokes Raman
scattering, and the third Stokes Raman scattering. Once a 180◦ rotation has been completed the distortion
of the molecule by the applied electric field dissipates, returning the molecule to it’s initial state. If ∆α is
equal to zero then the molecule is not anisotropically polarisable and therefore the Stokes and Anti-stokes
elements of Equation 2.5 disappear.
2.4 Vibrational Raman spectroscopy
All diatomic molecules are vibrationally Raman active due to how their polarisability changes as they
vibrate. [27] It is necessary to apply group theory in the case of polyatomic molecules to determine if it
is vibrationally Raman active. [28] The theory behind vibrational Raman and rotational Raman is similar.
However, in the electron distribution there also occurs a periodic compression and stretching, that causes
the polarisability of the molecule to oscillate in the direction of the electric field.
Equation 2.4 can be modified to demonstrate that the induced dipole oscillates in phase with the molecules
vibrational motion.
α(t) = α0+δαcos(2pivvibt) (2.6)
where δα is the change in amplitude of the polarisability over one vibrational cycle, vvib is the vibra-
tional frequency in Hertz (Hz), and all other values are as previously described. In a similar fashion to that
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described in the previous section, if the applied electric field results from a laser source, Equations 2.4 and





E0δα[cos(2pi{vo+ vvib}t)]+ 12E0δα[cos(2pi{vo− vvib}t)] (2.7)
where vi is the frequency of the incident laser and vo is the oscillating frequency. As in Equation 2.5, the
first, second, and third section of this equation is relevant to Rayleigh, Anti-Stokes, and Stokes scattering
respectively.
2.5 Roto-vibrational Raman spectroscopy
Vibrational transitions can often induce a change in the rotational quantum number, as the angular momen-
tum must be conserved when photons are either emitted or absorbed. Raman spectra infrequently reveal
this phenomenon, unless the molecule in question is diatomic. This process can be represented spectrally,
in terms of quantum mechanics, using the Born-Oppenehimer approximation. [29]
2.6 Raman spectrometer for experimental purposes
A simple Raman spectrometer consists of a monochromatic excitation source (i.e. a laser), a set of lenses
and mirrors to deliver the laser to the sample, a set of lenses and mirrors to collect the Raman scatter while
filtering out any Rayleigh scatter, and finally a detection module (i.e. an array detector and spectrograph
combination). Raman systems will also typically have an imaging system connected to the spectrometer in
order to focus the laser onto a sample such as a slide with cells deposited on it. A more complex version of
the setup described here can be seen in Fig. 2.2. This system is designed in back scattering configuration
where the laser is delivered and collected through the same microscope objective i.e. part of the collection
path is shared with the delivery path. The system schematic depicted is typical of the systems used to
collect data in this thesis. Variations in optical elements in the systems, e.g. CCD or microscope objective,
are detailed or referenced in their particular sections.
Each optical element in the spectrometer must be chosen and aligned for optimal laser throughput and to
collect the maximum scatter produced by the sample. The reason for this is to ensure there is maximal SNR,
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the basic confocal Raman micro-spectrometer set-up. Similar in configuration to
all systems used to collect the data presented in this thesis.
Abbreviation Component Function
CCD Charge Coupled Device Collect Raman scattered photons
LPF Low Pass Filter Remove Rayleigh scatter
CA Confocal Aperture Define where scatter is collected from
DB Dichroic Beamsplitter Reflects certain wavelengths and transmits others
LP Line Pass Filter Remove laser sidebands
CMOS CMOS camera View sample topography
MO Microscope Objective Deliver laser and collect scatter
XYZ Translation stage Move sample relative to the laser spot
S Biological sample Object to interrogate
C Colour filter Remove interfering wavelengths from the hot lamp
HL Hot lamp White light to view the sample
Table 2.1: List of components depicted in Fig. 2.2, from left to right and top to bottom of the diagram.
which can be challenging due to the weak Raman signal. This is further explored in Chapter 4. A basic
diagram of a confocal Raman system can be found in Fig. 2.2 and descriptions of the system components
can be found in Table 2.1.
Once a Raman spectrum has been collected from the sample, there are a number of mathematical proce-
dures that must be applied to the data in order to ensure reproducibility across datasets and train multivariate
statistical models to classify the data. A number of numerical methods used for this purpose are described




Numerical methods for post-processing
of Raman spectra
3.1 Introduction
Once a Raman spectrum has been recorded using the methods described in the previous chapter, there are
a number of procedures that are necessary in order to ensure comparability of spectra across experiments
and to evaluate the viability of the data for classification purposes. This chapter describes the algorithms
that are typically applied to Raman spectra and are used throughout this thesis for the purposes of signal
correction and the multivariate statistical analysis that are ultimately applied to the data in order to classify
the spectra. Noise present in the experimental spectra can affect these procedures. In Chapter 5 and 10
in particular, the effect of the signal to noise ratio on the multivariate statistical analysis presented in this
chapter is examined.
Three distinct components exist within a Raman spectrum; i) Collected Raman scatter, ii) baseline
signals, and iii) noise. Noise and unwanted baseline signals can have their presence reduced through the
use of software processing techniques in order to prevent the possibility of increased diagnostic error during
the classification process. Various procedures for reducing the presence of noise will be discussed in the
following chapters of this thesis. All other procedures are described in this chapter. After the pre-processing
has been applied to the spectra, the data can be used to train and test classifiers created using multivariate




During the course of a lengthy set of experiments, various components in the Raman spectrometer may
’drift’ due to thermal or vibrational effects. This slight alteration to the system can produce variations
in the Raman spectrum relative to the expected wavenumbers of particular peaks. Variations in optical
components, e.g. optical filters and diffraction grating, may also have an impact on the intensity of the
collected Raman lines from a given Raman spectrometer. It is therefore necessary to accurately calibrate the
system to ensure a meaningful comparison of spectra obtained from different Raman systems. Calibration
can either be applied to the system itself or retro-actively applied to recorded spectra. In order to calibrate
a dataset the wavelength axis should be calibrated, followed by intensity calibration, and then wavenumber
calibration.
Each column of pixels in the array detector is assigned exact wavelength positions to perform wave-
length calibration. Non-linearity in the wavelength dispersion across the CCD caused by the spectrograph
grating can result from two distinct causes; i) the sine function that describes wavelength dispersion, and ii)
distortions that are present in all spectrograph optical designs. In principle, a one- or two-point calibration
could be sufficient to compensate for the former cause of non-linearity. However, multi-point calibration
is required to correct adequately for distortion and permit spectrograph-to-spectrograph comparisons. [30]
A spectrum from a known sample that contains many spectral peaks, e.g. a Neon lamp, is measured.
The position of each peak is calibrated against a reference spectrum whose spectral lines contain an exact
wavelength position. [31] Wavelength-dependent transmission efficiency of the optical elements within the
system, as well as the sensitivity of the detector, are then corrected by intensity calibration. This form of
calibration may be accomplished using a National Institute of Standards and Technology calibrated white
light source. [32] Wavenumber calibration is particularly important if the source wavelength is not accu-
rately known. This type of calibration assigns a particular wavenumber shift to each column of pixels in
the CCD camera. [33] A known sample, e.g. silicon, is recorded, and the position of the peak(s) in the re-
sulting spectrum are calibrated to coincide with the precisely known Raman peak positions for the relevant
calibration sample.
3.3 Normalisation
Normalisation is performed in order to provide a common scale for comparing Raman peaks across a range
of spectra. This can be achieved by dividing each sample in a spectrum by some constant. Normalisation
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methods that can be applied to Raman spectra include; peak normalisation, vector normalisation, area
normalisation, and min-max normalisation. [34] Peak normalisation is achieved by measuring the constant
as the height difference between the baseline and the maximum point of a chosen peak; vector normalisation
obtains the constant value by calculating the sum of the intensity values for each variable in the spectrum,
and finding the square root of this value; for area normalisation, the constant corresponds to the sum of
the intensity values for each variable in the spectrum; and min-max normalisation involves subtracting the
minimum and dividing by the maximum so that the spectrum is scaled between 0 and 1. [35, 36] Min-Max
normalisation is primarily used in this thesis in advance of multivariate statistical analysis.
3.4 Background subtraction
Various phenomena such as fluorescence induce uneven amplitude shifts across different wavenumbers.
Before proceeding with further analysis it is necessary to compensate for these amplitude shifts. There
are a number of proposed procedures to do this [37–40], however, the method used in this thesis is a least
squares fit of a background spectrum and/or polynomial to remove the effect of varying baseline signals
known as an extended multiplicative signal correction (EMSC). [41–43]
Explicitly, the EMSC algorithm computes an optimum baseline made up of an N order polynomial
and a weighted background signal, typically from the substrate, that is recorded at the beginning of each
experiment. The algorithm applies a least squares fit to (i) a reference Raman spectrum (in this thesis, the
reference spectrum is typically the mean of the dataset being fitted), (ii) the contaminant signal, and (iii)
an N order polynomial. Following an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) fit, the weighted components of (ii)
and (iii) are subtracted from the raw spectrum. The value of N is dataset dependent and it has been shown
elsewhere that the use of high values of N does not result in over-fitting [38]. Mathematically, EMSC can
be defined through the following equations. [42] It is assumed that the raw Raman spectrum is comprised
of three distinct components.
X0 = R+B+P (3.1)
where X0 is the raw spectrum that can be described as a sum of R, the Raman spectrum of interest, the
baseline signal, P, and the contaminant signal, B. The principle goal of the EMSC algorithm is to accurately
estimate the concentration of B and P present in the spectrum so that they can be reliably separated from R.
It can be assumed that R can be approximated by scaling the reference spectrum, r, by a certain weight.
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R≈ cr× r (3.2)
where cr is the scaling factor for a particular spectrum. In a similar manner, it may be assumed that
spectral contribution of the background signal, B, from the substrate may be approximated by the product
of the recorded contaminant signal, b, by a particular weight, cb.
B = cb×b (3.3)
P, the baseline signal, can be represented by a polynomial of an appropriate order, N.
PN = c0+ c1+ c22...c
N
N (3.4)
where cm for m = 1,2..N are the polynomial coefficients. [44]
X0, r, b, and N are inputted into the EMSC algorithms and estimates for cr, cb, and cm, for all m, are
returned based on an optimal fit using OLS. [38, 43]





The final background corrected signal is given by:







It should be noted that in a number of areas in the thesis, recording a background contaminant spectrum
from a substrate was not possible as the spectra were recorded from a polymer spectrum. In these cases an
EMSC fit and polynomial were performed without the use of a background signal. This does not affect the
functionality of the EMSC algorithm described here. This algorithm is used to process spectral datasets in
Chapter 10, 8, and 9.
3.5 Multivariate statistical analysis
This section provides information on the multivariate statistical analysis that is commonly applied to Raman
spectroscopic data for classification. [45–48] This involves the application of pattern recognition techniques,
such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), in order to identify
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subtle changes across datasets that can be used to accurately differentiate between different pathological
groups and subgroups. This typically involves training a multivariate statistical algorithm on known samples
and using the resulting model to classify unknown samples. The algorithms described in the following
subsections are applied in Chapters 5 and 10, in particular PCA.
3.5.1 Principle component analysis
PCA is an unsupervised statistical method that is based on the transformation of spectral data into a set of
variables commonly referred to as principle components (PCs), in order to reduce the number of variables
within a dataset. All PCs are orthogonal to one another and are generated such that they represent the
maximum amount of variance possible within the dataset. To do this, the line of best fit through the plotted
data points is found i.e. the direction along which the maximum variance is explained. This is known as the
first PC coefficient. [49] Subsequent PCs are orthogonal to the previous PCs yet still describe the maximum
remaining variance in the data.
PCs are found computationally by calculating the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
of the dataset. The eigenvalues are sorted by decreasing magnitude and their corresponding eigenvectors
represent the first PC, second PC, third PC etc from largest eigenvalue to smallest. Following this it is
possible to consider each sample dataset as the product of a linear sum of PCs multiplied by a scalar,
referred to as a score. [50] This technique enables the user to minimise the variables present in a given
dataset while retaining almost all of the spectral information. The advantage of this tool is that it allows
faster classification algorithms to be designed since it creates a simpler representation of the data.
Further analysis can be applied to the PCs to cluster the data into groups that represent different biolog-
ical samples e.g. LDA, that is described in the following section.
3.5.2 Linear discriminant analysis
Also referred to as Fisher’s discriminant analysis, LDA is a supervised multivariate technique. It operates
on the basis of finding the direction of variance that provides the best separation for multiple groups of data
in order to optimise class separability. This technique is primarily applied to PC scores so as to further
reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. This is achieved by finding a linear combination of vectors that
maximise the variance within the datasets, in a similar manner to PCA. However, LDA also determines the
component vectors that maximise the separation between classes, therefore, improving the classification
results.
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Classified as:
Cancerous Healthy
Cancerous samples TP FN
Healthy samples FP TN
Table 3.1: Example of how samples may be classified using PCA-LDA followed by a LOO cross validation.
The abbreviations represent; TP, true positive; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; TN, true negative.
Dimensionality reduction, such as the processes described here, can help minimise the error in parameter
estimation, thus, avoiding over-fitting. It can also significantly reduce the computational cost of classifying
data.
3.5.3 Cross validation
The accuracy of a classification model can be estimated by using cross validation to assess the results of
the statistical algorithm that has been applied to data. Leave-one-out (LOO) is the most common form of
cross validation. It is based on isolating a spectrum from a known dataset of spectra, using the remaining
data to train the statistical algorithm, and validating the trained algorithms performance by applying it to
the isolated spectrum. This process is iteratively applied, by isolating each spectrum in turn in the dataset.
The classification results can be defined using four labels, as described in Table 3.1 using ’cancerous’ and
’healthy’ as an example for an arbitrary dataset containing spectra recorded from both types of cells.
The four labels described in Table 3.1 can be used to compute the sensitivity and specificity of the
classification algorithms performance. The sensitivity of the algorithm can be simplistically defined as how





Specificity can be defined in simplistic terms as how good the algorithm is at excluding the incorrect
parameters. Mathematically defined as:








In this chapter the typical numerical methods for the processing of Raman spectra are described. It is nec-
essary to apply these procedures in a consistent manner to ensure reproducible results across experiments,
especially those that are performed across different Raman systems. These procedures can be affected by
the noise present in the system, in particular the results of multivariate statistical analysis. In cases where
systems are performing sub-optimally it is advantageous to model the sources of noise present in the system
to analyse how these noise sources may be minimised. The principle sources of noise in a Raman system
and their associated probability distributions are presented in the following chapter. Also presented in the
next chapter is methodology for discerning the irradiance collected by a specific system from a specific sam-
ple. These irradiances allow the experimentalist to create artificial datasets that can be used for a variety of
optimisation procedures that are detailed in Chapters 5-9.
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Chapter 4
Signal to Noise Ratio in the Context of
Raman Spectroscopy
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the methods for modelling each specific noise source in a Raman spectroscopy system,
which then forms the basis of the methodologies presented in the following chapters is based. The methods
for modelling the noise that are presented in the following sections can be used to create artificial datasets
that can be used to simulate spectra recorded under a variety of experimental conditions. Consequently, the
effect of system parameters, experimental procedures, and denoising algorithms on the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) may be examined without the need for performing the extensive experiments that would otherwise
be required for validation.
There are a number of principle noise sources present in a Raman spectrometer. The following sections
will explore these noise sources and how they affect the SNR of the recorded spectra. Shot noise, the
quantum efficiency of the camera, dark current, read noise, and cosmic rays are noise sources that can
create challenges for recording spectra that are suitable for classification. In the following sections, the
probability distributions that are used to model these types of noise as well as the basic procedures that may
be used to minimise their impact on the SNR. Section 4.3 details the two methods employed in this thesis
for calculating SNR in experimental spectra and the benefits of each method. Section 4.4 elaborates on the
theory discussed in the previous sections to show how the theory may be used in order to simulate artificial
Raman spectra.
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4.2 Fundamentals of Noise
4.2.1 Shot Noise
Shot noise is the name given to the difference between the mean number of photons that are collected
per unit area (i.e. per pixel) per unit time and the true irradiance. A charge-coupled device (CCD) is a
device capable of converting photons to electrons and storing/transferring the accumulated charge within a
sequence of capacitive ‘wells’ or pixels. CCD pixels are metal oxide semiconductor capacitors located on
a photo-active layer of silicon. When a pixel is exposed to light, electrons accumulate in a potential well,
i.e. a pixel, in an amount that is proportional to the intensity of the light that is incident on the pixel. Each
pixel is associated with a specific Raman wavenumber, as the irradiance intensity varies across the entire
spectral range and so for a single pixel the incident photons are converted into electrical charge at a mean
rate that is proportional to the mean flux of light per unit area or ‘irradiance’, i. [51] Please note that while
the convention is to express irradiance in Watts per square metre that this work will solely be considering
photons. For a given value of i the probability, p, of collecting nph photons per unit area, per second is
described by a Poisson distribution as follows:
p(nph; i) = P(nph;µ = i) (4.1)





A Poisson distribution is defined only by the mean of the distribution, µ , which in this case is equal to
the mean irradiance per unit time, i. A key property of the Poisson distribution is that the variance and mean
are equivalent, and therefore the standard deviation is given by a square root relationship to the mean. Shot




The quantum efficiency (QE) of a pixel is the ratio of photons that are successfully converted to electrons in
the array detector and is wavelength dependent. The QE of a given CCD is usually defined as a function of
wavelength in the camera specifications. The physical effect of the QE for a particular wavelength, q(λ ), is
mathematically described by the binomial distribution. The probability of converting nph photons into npe
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The QE limits the ability of the CCD pixel to detect the incident mean flux. The overall probability of
detecting npe electrons (for a given i) can be determined by first considering the probability of collecting
nph in the pixel, followed by the probability of converting these nph photons into npe electrons. The overall
probability is given by convolving the two independent probability distributions defined in Equations 4.1
and 4.3:








= P(npe; iq(λ )) (4.5)
4.2.3 Dark Current Noise
Dark current is the name given to thermally generated electrons at surface states, within the bulk silicon,
and in the depletion region of the CCD. Dark current can also be described by a Poisson process with mean
rate of generation, c, per unit area per unit time. [51,52] c, in electrons per pixel per second (e/p/s), depends
primarily on temperature and can be reduced by cooling the CCD. [54] The amount of dark current present
in the signal is also dependent on the area of the photo sensor therefore smaller pixels will exhibit a lower
mean rate of dark current generation with a caveat that they will also have a reduced signal irradiance since
this is also a function of area. This source of noise is also time dependent, thus, increasing with exposure
time. Dark current noise will increase with integration time with an initial value of zero as the CCD is
cleared of spurious charge immediately before an image capture. Based on the reproductive properties of
the Poisson distribution, independent Poisson events occurring concurrently can be modelled by a single
Poisson distribution. [55] The sum of two independent Poisson distributions with mean values, µ1 and µ2,
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respectively may be described as a single Poisson distribution with mean of µ = µ1 + µ2, which can be
proved using convolution as described by Equation 4.6.






(iq(λ )+ c)npee−(iq(λ )+c)
npe!
= P(npe; iq(λ )+ c) (4.6)
where p(npe; i,q(λ ),c) denotes the probability of accumulating npe electrons in a pixel well per unit time
given a mean rate of flux, i, mean rate of dark current generation, c, and the QE at the photons wavelength,
q(λ ). All of the analysis thus far is based on a single pixel for a unit of time, 1 second. However, given the
nature of shot noise and dark current they increase over acquisition time, therefore, it is necessary to amend
the analysis to represent this. The integration time, t, can be included in the combined Poisson distribution
described in Equation 4.6 as a linear scaling factor:
p(npe; i,q(λ ),c, t) = P(npe;(iq(λ )+ c)t) (4.7)
The standard deviation of the noise thus far is given by
√
(iq(λ )+ c)t. The primary method used, aside
from manufacturing, to reduce the amount of dark current generated by the CCD is to cool the device. This
may be done by air cooling, water cooling, or in some cases by using liquid nitrogen, depending on the
make and model of CCD in question.
4.2.4 Read Noise
Read noise is largely generated by the electronics of the CCD when shifting the charge carriers out of
their pixels and converting them into a quantifiable voltage. Read noise can be described as a ‘catch-
all’ term for a combination of various inherent noise sources from the photo-receptor to the Analogue to
Digital Converter (ADC), including noise contributions from the shift register (charge transfer efficiency),
pixel reset noise, clock induced charge, as well as quantisation noise. [56] Charge Transfer Efficiency
(CTE) estimates the percentage of electrons that will successfully be transferred from one pixel to the next
during readout. [52, 57] Low CTE will result in residual charge remaining in the pixels and a reduction of
signal. CTE relies largely on the manufacturers production process, however, fast pixel shifts when moving
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charge from the pixel wells to the readout register can cause the CTE to degrade. Reset noise is a form
of temperature dependent noise that is caused by the resetting of the CCD to a reference voltage at the
beginning of each acquisition. Quantisation noise occurs due to the digitising process of the ADC. When
a pixel value is digitised the ADC approximates the analogue voltage to the nearest quantisation level and
this introduces an uncertainty into the value known as quantisation noise. [58] Clock induced charge (CIC)
is generated when a CCD is clocked into inversion and holes become trapped in the silicon interface of the
CCD. When the clock reverts to the non-inverted state, the holes are accelerated away from the interface,
and may generate spurious electrons through impact ionisation. Fast clock rise times, slow clocking, and
high clock swing amplitudes all contribute to CIC generation. [59] Minimisation of this phenomenon is
primarily restricted to manipulating the manufacturing process of the camera and is considered to be the
limiting factor of single photon detection.
Read noise is both time and signal independent and determines the fundamental limit of detecting a
single photon where effective read noise is a significant contributing factor i.e. greater than one electron per
pixel. Read noise is modelled by a normal distribution. [51] The probability of registering nsig electrons in
a pixel is defined as follows:
p(nsig; i,q(λ ),c, t,µ,σ) = P(npe; [iq(λ )+ c]t)+N(nr;µ,σ) (4.8)







While the number of electrons generated by readout, nr, is unaffected by time and signal independent it
is strongly read-out rate dependent as well as gain dependent [60] and these parameters define the mean of
the normal distribution, µ , and the standard deviation, σ .
It is possible to minimise read noise through use of low read out rates or through use of Electron
Multiplying (EM) CCDs. [61] EMCCDs are designed to make read noise negligible through the addition of
a gain register prior to the electronic readout. While the gain registers produce their own noise, due to the
imperfect scaling of the signal [62,63], it is possible to render the effective read noise to be one electron per
pixel by setting the gain to be equal to the expected number of read noise electrons produced.
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4.2.5 Cosmic Ray Artefacts
Cosmic Ray Artefact (CRA) contamination is a non-optical noise source that occurs when recording spectra
using any photo-electric device, such as a charge-coupled device (CCD). These intermittent events are
caused by high energy particles interacting with the detector [64], the effect of which is to release large
numbers of electrons that are indistinguishable from photo-electrons. These ’packets of energy’ primarily
consist of high speed protons which produce secondary particles on collision with Earth’s stratosphere. Both
the primary and secondary artefacts manifest themselves as ionisation trails on array detectors. [54] CRAs
are randomly distributed in time and intensity and are generally localised to a small number of adjacent
pixels in an array detector, although, they may in some cases have a broader width. CRAs can be especially
prominent when the spectral irradiance is weak, such as for the case of Raman spectra recorded from
biological samples, which necessitates a detector that is sensitive to low photon counts and the utilization
of long camera integration times. Preventative measures can be taken to reduce the possibility of CRA
interference by reducing the effective CCD aperture and/or reducing the exposure time. Reducing the
effective CCD aperture, or pixel region, from which the spectrum is extracted is possible if the spectral
irradiance is incident on a portion of the available pixels. In this case, the spectrum may be read out as an
image or in crop mode i.e. a region of interest read out. The different types of camera read mode and how
they affect the SNR of spectra is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.2. Reducing the integration time
limits the window of time in which a cosmic ray can manifest. Long exposure times can result in multiple
cosmic rays contaminating spectra, however, this is not always feasible.
4.2.6 Other Effects
There are four other effects of optical elements that can impact the SNR of the spectrum being collected;
charge traps, source wavelength, microscope objective, and the spectrograph grating. The first source of
noise does not affect the collected irradiance but the latter three do. For the purposes of this thesis, these
sources of noise are not considered as there are no charge traps in the CCD used in the experiments and
the majority of modelling is based on estimates of system specific irradiance, see Section 4.4.1. However,
it is necessary to acknowledge these potential sources of noise, especially those that affect the collected
irradiance, as the modelling presented in Chapter 7 may be extended to include the effect of these optical
elements.
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4.2.6.1 Charge Traps
A charge trap is introduced through the manufacturing process of the CCD caused by lattice defects in the
silicon wafer or impurities that can result in a section of the CCD where the CTE is significantly lower than
expected. Charge traps can be localised to pixels defects, such as hot pixels, or can be associated with a
particular column/row of the CCD. Another notable effect is blooming which is a phenomenon which occurs
when a pixel is saturated (exceeds it’s full well capacity), often as a result of charge trapping, and begins
to leak charge into adjacent pixels causing a white spot to ’bloom’ on the CCD. [65] This phenomenon
is generally removed manually in post-processing by averaging across the affected region or by using an
image read out mode and excluding the affected area.
4.2.6.2 Source Wavelength
The source wavelength is an important consideration when obtaining Raman spectra from biological speci-
mens. Tissue and bio-fluid are preferably examined in the NIR region as there is greater penetration depth
into samples at this wavelength due to the lower levels of absorption. [66] However, lasers with longer
wavelengths produce significantly less scattering photons, which is equivalent to reducing the power of
the laser. [67] The intensity of Raman lines are proportional to the fourth power of the laser frequency, as













where v represents the laser frequency, c represents the speed of light, and λ represents the laser wave-
length. The above equation shows that for a given acquisition time the Raman lines collected from a 532nm
source laser will be approximately 5 times as intense as those collected from a 785nm source. Therefore
the scattering efficiency is greater at the lower wavelength. This reduction in photon counts from the vis-
ible region to the NIR region necessitates longer acquisition times and therefore a trade-off between the
collected irradiance and the production of dark current must be made. QE can also vary greatly with source
wavelength and therefore an array detector that has been optimised for the laser’s corresponding wavelength
region will provide spectra with the highest SNR in the shortest acquisition time.
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4.2.6.3 Numerical Aperture and Microscope Objective
The Numerical Aperture (NA) of a Microscope Objective (MO) is a measure of the range of angles over
which light is collected by the objective and effects the irradiance ultimately detected by the CCD. Conse-
quently, this component affects the shot noise and, thus, the SNR of the system. Equation 4.11 is given in
terms of NA, refractive index, and the solid angle.
NA = nSin(θ) (4.11)
Where n is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and the objective (air if a dry objec-
tive, otherwise oil or some immersion medium with a refractive index greater than 1) and θ is the angle,
from the normal, of light that is collected by the objective i.e. the solid angle. The maximum NA achievable
for an objective in air is 1, however, an immersion lens can exceed this due to the refractive index of the
immersion medium increasing the solid angle. The role of the MO, in terms of NA and magnification, as
well as its relationship with the diameter of the confocal aperture, on SNR, will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 7, in which we consider the effect of replacing different elements with the spectrometer and
estimating the effect on the SNR.
4.2.6.4 Diffraction Grating
Finally, the grating can also negatively affect the collected irradiance, depending on it’s blaze angle and
mounting configuration. [69] The grating has a periodic structure that splits and diffracts light into multiple
beams travelling at different angles using Huygens-Fresnel principle. [70] The directions of the diffracted
beams depends on the spacing of the grating lines and on the wavelength of the light. Arguably, the most
commonly used method of estimating the grating efficiency is by calculating the blaze condition of the
grating. Many grating specification sheets will define the first-order Littrow blaze wavelength for which the
efficiency is maximal for the grating mounted in the Littrow configuration. [71]
4.3 Calculating Signal to Noise Ratio
From the noise sources outlined in the previous sections, the SNR for a single pixel can be expressed as the
following:
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where, more specifically, i represents the mean irradiance that is incident on the pixel, q(λ ) represents
the QE at the wavelength (λ ) in question, and c is the mean rate of dark current generation, t is the exposure
time of the capture, and nr is the standard deviation of the read noise.
4.3.1 Estimating SNR in Experimental Spectra
Accurately modelling the noise in experimental Raman spectra can be challenging as not only does the SNR
fluctuate across the wavenumber range being examined but it is challenging to accurately measure the shot
noise present in the spectra as this changes from spectrum to spectrum. The same method depicted in Fig.
4.1 [72] may be applied in two separate contexts.
The first method is to create a reference spectrum by applying Savitzky-Golay (SG) smoothing [11],
typically a polynomial order of 3 and a window size of 9. This filtered spectrum may then be subtracted
from the experimental spectrum to create the noise spectrum shown in Fig. 4.1. The maximum value in the
spectrum is the divided by the standard deviation of the noise signal.
The second method may be applied if there is a suitably large dataset of spectra with little variance
in spectral profiles e.g. polymer spectra. Once a reference spectrum has been established by taking the
mean of the dataset, a least squares fit [42] of the reference spectrum to the data can be performed. The
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fitted reference can then be subtracted from the data to create the noise signal and the same procedure as
described in the previous paragraph. In the case of a dataset that has significant variances across the dataset
due to sample heterogeneity or morphology it is recommended to use the first approach as it will not be
significantly affected by differences in intensity of spectral profiles.
4.4 Creating Artificial Datasets Based on Experimental Data
When attempting to predict system response for changing system parameters or the effectiveness of a de-
noising algorithm on collected Raman spectra, artificial datasets are very useful. They are relatively uniform
i.e. there are no varying baselines, they are not affected by changing sample morphology e.g. thickness of
the cells or photo-bleaching, and the datasets can be created to the users specifications i.e. specific SNRs
and numbers of spectra. Another important advantage of these types of datasets is that they can be com-
pared to the reference spectrum that the dataset is based on. This allows the user to reliably measure the
effect of the algorithm and/or system conditions in terms of SNR. In this section, a method for estimating
system specific irradiance, i.e. the irradiance that may be expected for a given spectrometer configuration
over 1 second acquisition time, is described. It is then shown how this irradiance may be used to simulate
experimental conditions based on camera parameters and acquisition time.
4.4.1 Estimating System Specific Irradiance
In order to create suitable datasets, it is necessary to first create a reference spectrum based on a typical
sample that the system is being used to evaluate. The first step is to take a large dataset, X , of the target
sample collected on the same system. Provided that the system is regularly maintained to the same stan-
dards, a previously recorded dataset may be used. By averaging together this dataset, a low noise ’ideal’
spectrum can be established, xmean. In order to remove the mean dark current and read noise a suitably large
dataset of dark current backgrounds is also averaged together to create DCmean that is subtracted from xmean
to isolate the irradiance signal from the rest of the spectrum. The irradiance signal then scaled down to 1
second by dividing by the acquisition time for which the signal was recorded for. This signal is in units
of ’counts’. Counts are the units used by the CCDs ADC. The ADC will register a number of electrons in
the shift register as a single count. Therefore, in order to relate the spectral intensity to collected photons,
it is necessary to convert the irradiance back into electrons using the values cited in the CCD specification
sheet for the ADC at a given read-out rate and mode. Values for dark current and read noise are generally
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given in terms of electrons and so the units with which the simulated spectrum is described must match.
Throughout this thesis this reference electron spectrum will be denoted xre f .
4.4.2 Simulating Experimental Conditions
In this section, the basic process for simulating spectra is described. This process is valid for a single
column of a standard read-out mode known as a Full Vertical Bin (FVB). An FVB read-out involves shifting
all pixels in a column into the shift register and a single spectrum of intensity values is then read out from
the CCD. There are other read-out modes that will affect this process but these will be discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 6.
The initial step is to take a sample from xre f , denoted xre f (i), which is then scaled by the target acquisi-
tion time, t, that is being simulated. xre f (i)t is taken to be the mean of a Poisson distribution and a random
value from the distribution is taken to simulate the effect of experimental shot noise. This is denoted xsim(i).
Dark current is modelled in a similar fashion to shot noise in that the mean rate of dark current per pixel
per second, c, given in the CCD specification sheet is scaled to the acquisition time. However, for a given
m× n matrix of CCD pixels the m pixels in column i will contribute dark current and so ct must also be
scaled by m. ct×m is used as the mean of the probability distribution and a random value is selected to
simulate the effect of dark current noise, DCsim(i).
A single instance of read noise is associated with each pixel that is being read out from the CCD. As
previously stated, read noise is modeled by a Normal distribution. The mean and standard deviation of this
distribution is typically given in the CCD specification sheet. A random value of this distribution is then
selected, Rsim(i).
Sample i from the simulated spectrum, Ssim, is given by Equation 4.13
Ssim(i) = xsim(i)+DCsim(i)+Rsim(i) (4.13)
Thus the total noise of a sample in a spectrum recorded in FVB mode for a given biological specimen and




Noise in a Raman system may be modelled using the probability distributions described in Section 4.2.
Details of the noise sources originating within the array detector can be obtained from the detector’s spec-
ification sheet and, consequently, can be used to simulate the effect of experimental noise in a spectrum.
However, irradiance will change depending on sample type and system configuration. Therefore, in order to
simulate the performance of a particular Raman system for a particular sample, it is necessary to calculate
a system specific irradiance from an experimental dataset on which to base the simulation of experimental
shot noise. System specific irradiances can be used to simulate a variety of experimental conditions in order
to provide information on the optimal parameters for acquiring spectra such as the minimum acquisition
time for reliable classification (Chapter 5), optimal read-out parameters (Chapter 6) , and how a system may
behave with an alternative optical element (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 5
The Effect of SNR on Classification
The work in this chapter is related to the following publication:
Sinéad Barton, Laura Kerr, Katarina Domijan, and Bryan Hennelly . "On the effect of experimental
noise on the classification of biological samples using Raman micro-spectroscopy." Biophotonics: Photonic
Solutions for Better Health Care V. Vol. 9887. International Society for Optics and Photonics, 2016.
I would like to thank Dr. Shirley O’Dea from the Biosciences Department in Maynooth University for
cultivating and depositing the cells used to record data. I would also like to extend my gratitude to Dr. Laura
Kerr for recording the datasets from which the system specific irradiances of both cell lines were obtained.
5.1 Introduction
The goal of this thesis is to develop a set of methods to improve the SNR in a Raman spectrum. The
methods for modelling the SNR in spectra were described in the previous chapter, as well as the method for
creating artificial datasets. The specific goal of this chapter is to use this methodology to simulate spectra
collected over different acquisition times. By doing this, it is possible to establish the specific SNR required
for reliable classification using the numerical methods that have been previously described. Consequently,
the minimum acquisition time required to collect spectra can also be established. This work provides a
baseline reference for minimum acquisition time and SNR for reliable classification. In later chapters it
will be shown how to simulate datasets for a given system, when different elements are swapped into the
system. In this context, the method described in the current chapter could be used to interpret the effect of
these different elements on classification and the minimum acquisition time of this ’new’ system for reliable
classification of a particular set of spectral datasets.
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The successful classification of cell lines based on subtle spectral differences in recorded Raman spectra
necessitates optimal acquisition parameters. [73] This chapter is an investigation into the relationship be-
tween SNR and the diagnostic potential of a Raman micro-spectroscopy system with PCA-LDA classifica-
tion, specifically for the case of urine cytology. The sensitivity and specificity of Raman based multivariate
classification of two cell line datasets is evaluated using PCA-LDA classification and Leave-One-Out cross
validation, as described in Chapter 3.
Preliminary recordings of two cell lines, T24 and RT112 (high and low grade bladder cancer respec-
tively, which are representative of the types of cells that are obtained from the clinical procedure of urine
cytology for bladder cancer diagnosis [68]) are used to create a system specific irradiance that is representa-
tive of both cell lines. These system specific irradiances are then used to simulate experimental conditions
as per the method described in Section 4.4. Any additions to this procedure will be briefly discussed in
Section 5.2.1. These datasets are then input to the PCA-LDA leave one out cross validation procedure in
order to evaluate classification sensitivity/specificity as described in the previous paragraph. Through this
analysis it is illustrated that the SNR does have an impact on the reliability of classification and that it is
possible to estimate the minimum exposure time required for reliable classification for a given experimental
system.
This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 5.2 describes the design of the simulation
experiment, the generation of the data used in the simulation, and the statistical analysis applied to the
spectra. In Section 5.3 the results are presented including PCA scatter plots for various simulated exposure
times and a sensitivity/specificity graph are used to illustrate the impact of noise on classification accuracy.
5.2 Simulation Design
The main types of noise have been discussed previously in Chapter 4 and can be affected by a number of
system components: source wavelength [12], source power, Quantum Efficiency (QE), microscope objec-
tive (varying numerical apertures), time, temperature, spectrograph grating, and camera type; the first four
directly affect the spectral irradiance, which impacts upon the shot noise and consequently the SNR. Time
can affect both shot noise and dark current. Temperature primarily affects the dark current production within
the CCD. The type of camera used affects all types of noise discussed since the camera determines the QE
relative to the spectral wavelengths, the average rate of dark current generation at given temperatures, and
has specific amounts of read noise associated with the ADC. Since the standard deviation of read noise is
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relatively small when compared to the overall signal energy it is unlikely that it will have a significant effect
on the classification process and so the main focus of this chapter is on shot noise and dark current. To
simplify matters, acquisition time was the only parameter varied in our simulations as it is a parameter that
is frequently varied in experiments as well as being a significant factor in the noise produced, particularly
dark current and shot noise. Reducing the acquisition time per spectrum is often a motivation in Raman
based classification studies, since long exposure times can lead to time consuming experimental conditions,
particularly when a high volume of samples must be analysed.
5.2.1 Data Generation
A dataset of T24 and RT112 (high and low grade bladder cancer respectively) cultivated under the same
conditions were recorded under ideal camera conditions and acquisition time. A full description of the
experimental set up used, as well as the cell preparation, is provided in reference [68]. Double acquisitions
of 50 cells were obtained for cosmic ray artefact removal. After spike contamination was eliminated in all
spectra, they were averaged to create a smooth, relatively noise free, signal. Mean dark current and mean
read noise was removed via subtracting a dark current background obtained under the same acquisition
parameters. The remaining signal was converted back into electrons rather than ‘counts’ (a unit employed
by Andor’s ADC) by multiplying the recorded signal values by the number of electrons the ADC registers
as a count. This value can be obtained from the specifications sheet of the CCD and varies for each read-out
rate. The signal is then divided by the acquisition time to estimate the spectral irradiance at 1s. Rubber-band
background subtraction [40] was applied to the true irradiance signal using a 7th order polynomial, this par-
ticular polynomial was chosen empirically, in order to reduce the presence of any background contribution;
the resultant spectral irradiance signals are illustrated in Fig.5.1 as the base signals. These two irradiances
were used as the basis of the datasets that were generated to simulate different experimental conditions.
Each dataset was generated using the simulation model described in the Section 4.4, by modelling the re-
spective distributions based on the irradiance signal, acquisition time, dark current parameters estimated
from the camera specifications, and the read noise contribution. The system modelled is an ideal system
(i.e. no system drift resulting in calibration issues or changes in irradiance), delivering 5mW to a 1µm spot
on the sample, and the resulting scattering is transmitted to the Andor iDus BR-DD operating with optimum
read parameters, i.e. cooled to −80◦C and a 33kHz read out rate, to minimise the dark current and read
noise contributions from the CCD.
Fig.5.1 shows the improvement of spectral quality from a one second acquisition on the system de-
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of simulated spectral quality over different integration times compared to the
base signal used to generate them (spectra have been area normalised for illustrative purposes).
scribed to one hundred seconds for each of the cell lines chosen. Spectral features are obscured in low
acquisition times and so it is expected that the sensitivity and specificity of that dataset will be low where-as
over longer integration times peaks are sharper and increasingly well defined. It would be expected that
ten seconds will give good clustering and reasonably reliable classification and one hundred seconds will
provide 100% sensitivity and specificity.
5.2.2 Statistical Analysis
PCA and LDA are described in detail in Section 3.5. We recall that PCA is a multi-variate statistical tech-
nique that reduces the dimensionality of datasets by linearly transforming a set of variables into a set of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, that are ordered in such a way that the first component accounts for the
greatest variation across the dataset and the last component accounts for the least. [74] LDA is a super-
vised classifier that determines linear combinations of spectral features in order to characterise two or more
datasets. PCA is a popular and powerful classification tool in its own right but can be used in conjunction
with LDA to provide an automated ‘unsupervised’ classification tool. [75] A PCA-LDA model with Leave-
One-Out cross validation was implemented to determine the classification sensitivity and specificity of the
simulated datasets. All spectra were area normalised before being classified. Only the principal components
that explained 95% of the variance were input to the LDA function.
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Figure 5.2: PCA scatter plots of the simulated data at different exposure times.
5.3 Results
Initially 20 datasets of 100 spectra (50 each of T24 and RT112) were created simulating the expected noisy
spectra recorded from a FVB of the Andor iDus 420 BR-DD operating under ideal conditions, in one second
increments from 1 to 20 seconds. It was noted that there was sufficient clustering in the scatter plots of the
first three scores after 8.5 seconds to indicate good classification, as depicted in Fig.5.2, which shows the
improved clustering over a smaller range of times.
These results indicate that after approximately 10 seconds reliable classification is possible. Theoret-
ically, this can be linked with the noise signal interfering with spectral features that the PCA-LDA model
use for classification. To test this hypothesis three datasets of 1 second, 5 seconds, and 10 seconds were
examined to see if the maximum difference between the base signals would be obscured by noise. The
noise signals were estimated by subtracting the mean of the respective datasets from the first spectrum in
the dataset.
The maximum difference between the base spectra is approximately 7 electrons, which scales with time,
therefore for 5 and 10 seconds the maximum difference is estimated at 35 and 70 electrons respectively.
The standard deviations of the noise signals for 1s, 5s, and 10s were calculated as 9.5, 17.91, and 26.2
respectively. For a 1 second acquisition one standard deviation of noise will routinely be greater than the
maximum difference in the signals meaning that the classification cannot reliably identify spectral patterns
for classification. 5 second acquisitions require two standard deviations to mask the maximum difference
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of the spectral features from the base signals used to create the datasets compared
to the estimated noise signals for three different acquisition times. The noise signals have been offset for
illustrative purposes but no normalisation or scaling has been applied.
in the signals, indicating that the likelihood of obscuring the most significant spectral feature reduces, this
level increases to three standard deviations at 10 seconds further reducing the possibility.
Following on from this result a smaller range of acquisition time was examined; 26 datasets of 100
spectra (again 50 of each cell type) were simulated over a range of 0.5s to 13s in 0.5 second intervals.
These datasets were classified using the PCA-LDA model described in Section 5.2.2 and the sensitivities
and specificities of T24 with respect to RT112 were calculated. The results of this are graphed in Fig.
5.4, in which it can be clearly seen that the sensitivity and specificity increase non-linearly with respect
to acquisition time before equaling 100% after 10 seconds; therefore, for this system we predict that a 10
second exposure is the minimum time required to produce reliable classification results despite significant
noise levels still being evident in the spectrum, as shown in Fig.5.1. This analysis can be extended to other
systems with different equipment, so long as the camera specifications are available.
5.4 Summary
The simulation model that is presented in this chapter demonstrates that it is possible to reliably model
the noise present in a Raman spectrum collected from a biological cell using a standard Raman micro-
spectrometer optical set-up. This model takes into account a priori knowledge of the source laser wave-
length and power incident on the cell, as well as the camera specification in terms of dark current and read
noise. The true irradiance of the Raman spectrum obtained from a biological cell can be estimated from
spectra collected under ideal conditions over very long exposure times. The simulation has shown that
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Figure 5.4: A graph of sensitivity and specificity vs time.
PCA-LDA classification is reasonably robust and resistant to noise at low power and integration times. This
observation indicates that it may be possible to obtain good classification results using less expensive (nois-
ier) CCDs or under non-ideal conditions by optimising the read parameters of the CCD to boost the SNR
of the recorded signals. Optimising the read parameters of the detector can significantly increase the SNR
of the recorded spectra. Parameters such as temperature, read-out rate, and read mode affect the noise in-
troduced into the spectrum by the CCD. Multiple acquisitions, e.g. for the purposes of cosmic ray removal,
also affect the noise introduced into the spectra. Both of these aspects are investigated in the following
chapter to quantify how these parameters affect the SNR of the recorded spectra.
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Chapter 6
Optimal CCD Read Modes for
Maximising Spectral SNR
The work in this chapter is related to the following publication:
Sinéad Barton and Bryan Hennelly. "Signal to noise ratio of Raman spectra of biological samples."
Biophotonics: Photonic Solutions for Better Health Care VI. Vol. 10685. International Society for Optics
and Photonics, 2018.
6.1 Introduction
The principle goal of this chapter is to improve the SNR of the recorded Raman spectrum recorded by a
given system by optimising the read-out parameters of the CCDs. An investigation is performed into the
effect of different read out methods (full vertical bin, cropped bin, or full image readout) of the CCD on the
SNR of a Raman spectrum. The methodology used for creating experimental datasets that was defined in
Section 6.3.1 is expanded to account for the different levels of noise resulting from different read-modes that
are used to record the spectra. This work allows the user to determine the optimal read parameters required
for a given application in order to maximise SNR in the recorded spectra. Based on the analysis provided
in this chapter, methodology for reliably simulating the effect of read-out parameters is established and is
used in the following chapter to predict the effect of changing optical elements in a given Raman system.
Also presented in this chapter is evidence that the SNR of a spectrum acquired using a single acquisition
is higher than spectra obtained from multiple acquisitions averaged together. This conclusion provides the
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motivation for Chapter 8.
The principle source of noise in a Raman spectroscopy system is the noise from the array detector,
which is typically a CCD. In this chapter, practical read out methods in high dark current situations for
the enhancement of the SNR are investigated. As previously discussed, high dark current conditions result
from either insufficient cooling of the camera/array detector or from long exposure times, or they may
simply be inherent to the camera. The experimental and simulated results show that a spectrum collected
on a confocal Raman system in a high dark current environment can differ significantly depending on the
capture mode; in this case, reading out the entire image and extracting the spectrum from a row of pixels
can result in significantly improved SNR compared to the spectrum recorded from full vertical binning.
Crop mode provides the best results, by limiting both the dark current and read noise contributions.
The effect of multiple acquisitions, i.e. for X acquisitions of time t/X averaged together as opposed to
a single acquisition of time t, on the SNR is experimentally quantified. This scenario might arise through
averaging together for cosmic ray removal or through attempting to overcome the heterogeneity of cells.
It is demonstrated in this chapter that multiple acquisitions negatively impact SNR. While there is much
attention in the literature to model the sources of noise, this chapter aims to be one of the first to provide a
comprehensive overview of all the main noise contributors, in terms of practical recording modalities and
their effect on SNR, and to analyse the optimal camera configuration to record weakly scattering samples,
such as biological samples.
This chapter is divided into three main sections. Section 6.2 provides an overview of the three principle
recording modes and theorises the SNR for a single camera pixel, as well as for the case of a row of pixels
that are binned together. Section 6.3 mathematically models SNR in the context of these different recording
modes with a particular focus on weakly scattering samples such as a biological cell. Lastly, Section 6.4
provides the experimental results that validate the mathematical model developed in the previous section.
6.2 CCD Read Modes and Parameters
Read modes are methods by which the spectrum is extracted from the CCD and can be specific to individual
spectrometer architectures and manufacturers e.g. the Renishaw systems that perform line scanning are
designed for an array of spectra to be read as an image; this type of architecture is discussed in detail in Ref
[76]. The following sections have been written in the most general sense possible with specific reference to
a confocal microscopy set-up such as that produced by Horiba and discussed in detail in references. [12,68]
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6.2.1 Full Vertical Binning and Crop Mode
Reading a Full Vertical Bin (FVB) of the CCD involves pooling each column of pixels into their respective
shift register and reading out only a single value for each column. In a confocal microscopy [12, 68], only
a relatively small subsection of the camera will be illuminated by Raman scattered photons. This indicates
that in FVB mode the majority of the pixels are solely contributing DC noise to the spectrum although there
is only a single instance of read noise associated with each column. The main advantages of this mode are
the minimal read noise and fast cycle time. This is due to the method performing a single read-out from
the shift register, as opposed to reading out individual pixels. Crop mode is similar to FVB, except that the
spectrum is extracted from a particular subset of pixels on the CCD face and can also be referred to as a
Region of Interest (ROI) extraction. While crop mode is generally put forward as a method for increasing
frame rates it provides the added benefit of eliminating the dark current contribution from any pixel outside
the ROI. Theoretically, crop mode will provide the highest SNR yield as it combines the advantages of both
FVB mode and image read out.
6.2.2 Image Mode
As opposed to FVB mode, each individual row of the CCD is moved into the shift register and read out into
a matrix of values representing the electron count registered in each individual pixel and a single instance
of read noise is added to each of these. The advantage of this is that a large number of pixels, which only
contribute DC noise, may be excluded from the final spectrum by extracting only the illuminated row(s) of
pixels. This will significantly reduce the impact of DC noise, in the same way as is achieved by crop mode
described above, with the caveat that multiple instances of read noise will be introduced. The other major
disadvantage of this read method is the time involved since this takes a significantly longer time to extract
from the CCD than binning.
6.2.3 Read Rates
Separate to the discussion on read out modes discussed in the previous subsections, is the subject of read
out rates. [60] Read out rates relate to the speed at which the FVB or image is read out and directly affect
the CTE of the CCD. Higher read out rates equate to a lower CTE i.e. rapid shifting of electrons from one
pixel to another is less stable and so less efficient. Read out rates will, therefore, obviously affect the overall
read noise contribution and are defined in the CCD specification sheet for given camera types.
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6.3 Modelling SNR for Different Read Modes
6.3.1 Mathematical Model of How Read Modes Affect SNR in a Recorded Spec-
trum
As previously discussed, the SNR for a single pixel is given by Equation 4.12. This definition of SNR
will vary slightly depending on the read methods selected i.e. FVB or image. Equation 4.12 is valid if
the entire image has been read out, and therefore, each pixel has an instance of read noise. As discussed
earlier, the spectrum will be recorded by one of three possible modes: (i) full image read out followed by
extracting and summing a small number of rows to produce one spectrum; (ii) full vertical binning; and (iii)
cropping, which is equivalent to full vertical binning over a reduced number of rows. For all three cases, a




[iq(λ )+ cpdc]t+ prnr
(6.1)
where pdc is the number of pixels contributing dark current noise and pr is the number of pixels con-
tributing read noise to the spectral component. In FVB mode, pdc will be the same as the number of pixels
in the full column and pr will be one as there is only one instance of read noise. For an image read out,
both parameters are dependent on the number of rows that are extracted and added together to create the
spectrum. In this case, selecting the optimal number of rows to extract presents a challenge for maximising
the SNR as there is no trivial solution for determining whether inclusion of an additional pixel will increase
or decrease the SNR. However, it is possible to reliably identify areas of the CCD that have been illuminated
by Raman scattered photons by performing a grid search and isolating rows where the majority of the pixels
register as higher than the mean dark current contribution plus some multiple of the standard deviation of
the dark current contribution; in the experiments below we choose this multiple to be six. It should be noted
that the last row to be read in image mode will have higher levels of dark current than the first row due to
the time lapse in moving the rows into the shift register.
6.3.2 Model for Emulating Experimental Conditions in a Recorded Spectrum
As already discussed in Chapter 4, shot noise cannot be estimated from camera parameters and therefore,
it must be estimated from the spectrum itself. In order to accurately simulate the spectral intensity arriving
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the effect of increasing CCD temperature, and thus dark current production, on
SNR over time for FVB, crop, and image read mode on an iDus 420 BR-DD. a) -80◦C, b) -50◦C, c) -20◦C.
The irradiance used in this simulation is equivalent to the Raman irradiance expected from an epithelial cell
, based on thousands of such recordings using a commercial Raman microspectrometer.
at a detector over a given acquisition time. Knowledge of the irradiance then permits a spectral intensity
to be simulated, which includes a shot noise term, for any acquisition time. This reference spectrum was
provided by recording a high SNR spectrum of a polymer reference material, that was later used for a series
of experiments, to statistically analyse SNR experimentally for comparison with the simulations. The mean
dark current noise and mean read noise baseline is subtracted from the reference spectrum and counts are
converted to electrons as discussed earlier. Poisson noise is then generated for each spectral component
in order to create an accurate representation of how shot noise would behave under each condition. It
should be noted that the reference irradiance was scaled to be equivalent to the irradiance expected from
a biological cell recorded using a standard confocal Raman microspectrometer, based on thousands of
measurements. [68]
6.3.3 Simulating the Effect of Dark Current Noise
Dark current and read noise contributions were simulated based on the camera parameters and their respec-
tive probability distributions. The results of the simulations presented here for the three read modes,(FVB,
crop mode, and image mode) are based on average results from 100 simulated noisy spectra in all cases.
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the effect of increasing dark current noise on the SNR of the spectrum for each of the
three read modes.
In Fig. 6.1 it is evident that dark current production severely degrades the SNR of a spectrum, partic-
ularly for the case of FVB. In the case of image read out, the dark current contribution is reduced to that
produced by only a small number of rows of pixels that the user can select. However, image read out is
hampered by the increased read noise associated with every pixel, which may be relatively large depending
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Figure 6.2: A diagram illustrating the effect on SNR of averaging multiple acquisitions together i.e. an
average of t/acqs compared to a single acquisition of time t. a) single acquisition, b) double acquisition, c)
quadruple acquisition
on read out rates, and the number of rows that are extracted. Taking both read noise and dark current into
account, crop mode provides the best results since there are a limited number of rows included in the read
out, eliminating the majority of the dark current, yet only a single instance of read noise is contributed
to each spectral component. In extremely high dark current conditions there is little difference between
crop mode and image mode due to the relatively large dark current contribution dominating over the read
noise contribution. However, considering that a cropped spectrum can be extracted from the CCD at a
significantly faster rate than an entire image can be read out, crop mode is preferable.
6.3.4 Simulating the Effect of Multiple Acquisitions
Some applications may require multiple acquisitions of spectra to be averaged together, such as in the case
of using the double acquisition method for cosmic ray removal. [10] The resulting spectra from this process
has multiple instances of read noise associated with the averaged spectrum which will decrease the SNR
of the spectrum when compared with a single acquisition of equivalent acquisition time, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.2. In this simulation the negative impact of averaging spectra together is quantified. A comparison
is presented of the SNR of a single acquisition of time, t, compared to a spectrum comprised of a number,
acqs = 1,2,4, of spectra obtained over the time, t/acqs, and averaged together.
The simulations indicate that crop mode is again expected to yield the highest SNR except in very low
dark current conditions where crop mode and FVB are approximately equivalent. A comparison of Fig.
6.2(a) with the other two figures, reveals that as expected the image read out mode is affected the most
as the multiple instances of read noise associated with the read mode are compounded by the averaging
process. It should be noted that the negative effect of multiple acquisitions on overall SNR, becomes
significantly less apparent as the signal irradiance or dark current increases, or a long acquisition time
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is used in order to increase the overall signal intensity. This decrease of SNR due to multiple acquisitions
need only be considered for spectra containing low signal intensities and low dark current contributions, and
will be negligible for strong Raman scatterers; however, for weakly scattering samples, such as biological
specimen, the effect of increased read noise may be an important consideration.
In Sections 6.4 a set of experimental results are presented that validate the simulations presented in this
section. Although the simulated experiments include crop mode, the camera used to collect the datasets was
unable to support cropping and so experimental results are not presented for that specific case. However,
the experimental results presented below correlate closely with the trends that can be observed in the sim-
ulations and, therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the simulated results provide a reasonably accurate
representation of the performance of crop read out mode in terms of SNR.
6.4 Experimental Results
6.4.1 Experiment 1: FVB vs. Image, Single Acquisition
The aim of this experiment is to examine the SNR of spectra under various dark current conditions, recreat-
ing the effects of long acquisition times or applications where efficient cooling of CCDs may not be feasible.
This was achieved by applying different levels of cooling to the CCD, which produce different base lev-
els of dark current. A low numerical aperture microscope objective (Olympus UMplanFl 4x/0.1) and the
system was defocused in order to produce spectra from the polymer reference material that had irradiance
equivalent to that expected from an epithelial cell recorded under optimal conditions using a commercial
Raman microspectrometer. An acquisition time of 2 seconds was used, resulting in a noticeable accumu-
lation of dark current even at maximum cooling of the Andor iDus 420 BR-DD. The low magnification of
the MO produces a beam with a wide depth of field, which prevents any major defocusing over the course
of the experiment. The polymer reference material was acquired from Ibidi GmbH and chosen as the ex-
perimental sample due to it’s thermal stability, resistance to photo-bleaching, and strong reliable signal that
is not expected to change over time thus reducing the overall experimental variability. Ideally a biological
sample would have been used in all of the experiments, but photo-bleaching and burning of such a sample
would invalidate the results. It was, therefore, decided to use the polymer sample and reduce the recorded
irradiance to match that of a biological sample. Low read out rates were applied to minimise the effect of
read noise on the data.
A range of cooling temperatures were applied to the CCD, -80◦C to -20◦C in increments of 10◦C, 100
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Figure 6.3: A side by side comparison of FVB vs image read modes under different dark current conditions.
spectra were recorded in both FVB and image mode. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the SNR that can be expected for
both read modes under three distinct temperatures.
The spectra recorded using image read out mode are less affected by the dark current contribution than
the FVB spectra. In terms of quantitative analysis, the mean SNR across the full dataset of 100 spectra for
each read mode, as a function of temperature is displayed in Fig. 6.4. These figures are in agreement with
the trends predicted by the simulations. The image extraction outperforms FVB mode to the extent that
even at very low levels of cooling, where FVB mode is not feasible to use, i.e. -30◦C and -20◦C, due to
saturation of the shift register through dark current alone, recognisable spectra may still be extracted using
image read out mode. The usefulness of these spectra for the purpose of classification is not within the
scope of this chapter but it can be expected that image read out would be more resilient to higher levels of
dark current for this application.
It is clear from Fig. 6.4 that FVB mode outperforms image read out mode at -80◦C and -70◦C, which
is also consistent with the results of the simulation; even at low read out rates, the additional read noise
introduced by the multiple pixel read outweighs the dark current production. In applications where a longer
exposure time is required, image mode will most likely yield spectra of higher SNR.
6.4.2 Experiment 2: Multiple Acquisitions - are two better than one?
One of the most popular methods for removing cosmic ray artefacts from spectra is the double acquisition
method [10] whereby two spectra of equivalent acquisition time are recorded consecutively and then com-
pared and/or averaged together to remove the cosmic ray artefacts. In this instance, due to the the elevated
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Figure 6.4: Quantitative analysis of the SNR trends of experimental data.
levels of read noise in the extraction of a spectrum from an image recorded using image read out mode, it
may be possible that the addition of multiple instances of read noise will negatively impact on the SNR of
the averaged spectrum.
Maximum cooling, -80◦C, was applied to the CCD to reduce the presence of dark current in the ex-
periments; this was further reduced by short acquisition times. Acquisition times were set to 2, 1 and 0.5
seconds for single, double, and quadruple acquisitions respectively. A read-out rate of 100 kHz was used
in all cases, which provides the highest levels of read noise and would be most commonly used in order
to provide the quickest results in terms of retrieving spectral data from the CCD. All other parameters and
system configurations remain as described in the previous experiment.
Spectra were processed as before with the additional step of averaging together two spectra for double
acquisition and four spectra for quadruple acquisition to produce a dataset of 100 spectra for each experi-
mental condition examined. Fig. 6.5 illustrates the impact of the additional read noise on the spectra for
both FVB and image read out by showing the statistical distribution of the SNR across the full dataset using
a box and whisker plot (boxplot).
A box plot is based on a Gaussian distribution and is divided into 3 distinct parts, the red line, blue
rectangle, and black ‘whiskers’. The red line shows the median of the dataset. The blue box encompasses
50% of the data, covering approximately 0.6745 sv of the Gaussian distribution, where sv denotes the standard
deviation of the SNR data. The top ‘whisker’ section represents the upper 25% of data, equivalent to a range
of +2.0235 sv. The lower ‘whisker’ represents the equivalent for the lower SNR values. Any data falling
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Figure 6.5: Boxplot comparison of multiple acquisition spectra for both read modes.
outside these sv boundaries is considered an outlier and is signified by a red star.
In keeping with the results from the previous experiment, FVB mode outperforms image read out mode
under all of the the temperatures and acquisition settings of this experiment; the disparity between the FVB
and image read modalities is increased as the number of acquisitions increases. It can be seen that the
averaging process affects the SNR of both read modes negatively though the inclusion of multiple instances
of read noise; however, the impact on the FVB spectra is lower. It can be surmised that, unless the benefit
of using image read out mode in terms of reduced dark current outweighs the increase in read noise for
multi-acquisition, it is more beneficial to use FVB mode for spectra that require multiple acquisitions to be
averaged together.
6.5 Summary
The primary conclusion from both the simulations and experimental results is that crop mode, under all
circumstances, will yield spectra with the highest SNR as opposed to the alternative read modes due to
the exclusion of the majority of dark pixels and it’s minimal contribution of read noise. Crop mode has the
added benefit of an increased frame rate, which is useful in high throughput applications. While experimen-
tal results have not been provided for crop mode due to the CCD used in the experiment not being unable
to support it, the similarity between the experimental results and the simulations concerning the other read
modes indicate that it is reasonable to conclude that the simulation results for crop mode are valid. In situ-
ations where crop mode is unavailable and there are high levels of dark current, reading out an image will
produce a spectrum with a higher SNR than one recorded using FVB mode. While the cycle time required
to read out an image can be significantly longer than that for a FVB, the image can still produce usable
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spectra under high dark current conditions where a FVB may saturate the shift register, as demonstrated
in Section 6.4. The second conclusion to be noted is that in all cases a single acquisition will produce a
higher SNR than multiple acquisitions averaged together. In applications requiring multiple acquisitions
of weak signals, it is recommended to use image read out mode, the lowest read out rates, and apply gain
settings that produce the lowest levels of read noise in order to mitigate the negative impact on the SNR of
the resulting spectra. However despite applying these precautions, this conclusion would present an issue
when collecting spectra with weak irradiances and applying cosmic ray removal to the data using the double
acquisition method. [10] Therefore an alternative algorithm for the removal of cosmic rays is proposed in
Chapter 8.
In the following chapter the noise model presented in this chapter will be further expanded to include
the QE of the CCD in order to investigate how replacing this the CCD with a CCD with different noise
characteristics will affect the SNR of the system.
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Chapter 7
Predicting the effect of changing optical
elements in a given system
The work in this chapter is related to the following manuscript in preparation for submission to a journal:
Sinéad Barton and Bryan Hennelly. “Predicting the effect of changing an optical element in a given
Raman micro-spectrometer”. In Preparation. Analytical Methods.
7.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on expanding the theory that was the developed in the previous chapter for the pur-
poses of making Raman systems more efficient or, in some cases, more cost effective. In this chapter, the
methodology for creating datasets of FVB spectra is expanded to account for the quantum efficiency of the
CCD present in a given system. This allows the user to evaluate the impact of changing this optical element
will have on the SNR of the recorded spectra. Optical elements for Raman systems can be very expensive;
however, there is no rigorous method to compare the effect of a replacement element in a given system
configuration, without purchasing and testing the new element. In the following sections, the principles of
modelling a given system that makes use of an alternative optical element is developed and this is used to
generate simulated datasets that might be expected from the newly adapted system. The methodology pre-
sented here may be used to evaluate the effect of a range of different optical elements for a given purpose,
enabling the user to perform a cost benefit analysis of investing in new equipment without having to rely on
qualitative estimates.
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With the exception of changing the camera, changing optical elements in the spectrometer primarily
affects the irradiance on the detector and, therefore, affects only shot noise. Source power, source wave-
length, MO, confocal aperture, and the diffraction grating all affect the shot noise in some way. However,
the CCD affects all of the primary noise sources described in Section 4.2 (including the shot noise since the
quantum efficiencies of the two cameras in question may differ) and is arguably the most expensive. This
chapter explores how to predict the effect of replacing a CCD in particular in a given Raman system for a
given sample or set of samples. We also briefly discuss how this approach may be extended to replacing
other components including the microscope objective.
7.2 Predicting the Performance of a Changed Optical Element
When predicting the effect of changing an optical element, it is important to first establish an accurate sys-
tem specific irradiance for a given system for a given sample. In order for the resulting system specific
irradiance to be used for predictive purposes it is also necessary that the Raman system be regularly main-
tained and calibrated such that this irradiance is not expected to change over time. System drift can result in
subtle differences in collected irradiance including intensity variations and baseline contributions that may
affect the SNR predicted by the methods described in this chapter.
The methodology in the following sections is based on creating the system specific irradiance as de-
scribed in Section 4.4.1 and the model used to create simulated datasets of full vertical bin (FVB) spectra as
described in Section 6.2.1. The FVB read mode is used throughout the remainder of this chapter; however,
we note that any read mode could be used in generating the datasets.
7.2.1 CCD
In addition to considering the different read noise and dark current values, the primary difference between
predicting the effect of a replacement CCD and modelling a given CCD, as described in Chapter 6, is the
Quantum Efficiency (QE) of the CCDs. CCDs can be optimised for different wavelength regions and this
will affect the overall percentage of photons that the CCD will successfully convert to electrons. This
can have a serious impact on the shot noise detected by the system. The specifics of the theory behind
modelling the QE are described in Section 4.2.2 in terms of the probabilistic QE of a single sample at a
particular wavelength. However, in an experimental context the QE will fluctuate across wavenumber range
of interest and, therefore, it is necessary to model the QE as a polynomial across the wavelength range that
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the CCD can detect, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1, if we are to fully account for the effect of QE in the noise
model
7.2.2 Other Elements
All optical elements discussed in this subsection affect the collected irradiance only. Two important compo-
nents of a confocal Raman microspectroscopy system are the confocal aperture and the MO. The interaction
between the confocal aperture and the microscope objective affects of collection efficiency of a Raman sys-
tem and thus the shot noise present in the system. [77] A confocal microscope achieves point illumination
of the sample and rejects out of focus light. Thus the collected light is dependent on the interplay between
confocal aperture and MO. [78] The NA of the MO and the size of the pinhole aperture define the optical
sectioning properties of the confocal microscope. [79] This relationship can be mathematically defined in
terms of the Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM). The FWHM is the width between the axial points where
the intensity of an image defocuses to half of it’s peak value in the image plane. Equation 7.1 represents






Where λ is the source laser wavelength, n is the refractive index of the immersion medium, and AU is




Where D is the aperture size in metres and M is the MO’s magnification. The quantity of Raman
scattered photons from a point source is assumed to be isotropic. Consequently, the collected irradiance is
proportional to the square of the NA: Ir ∝NA2 as well as the transmittance of the MO since the MO delivers
the source laser and collects the Raman scatter this can be represented mathematically as: Ir ∝ T 2MO, where
TMO is the transmittance. The attenuation of the laser, due to absorption and scattering, as it propagates
through the FWHM must be accounted for. In simple terms, a sample containing a high concentration of
molecules will absorb and diffuse laser light as it propagates. This can be modelled by: T = exp(−αL),
where T represents the sample transmittance of thickness, L, with attenuation coefficient, α . The attenuation
coefficient is given by the sum of the absorption and the reduced scattering coefficient. [80] Taking into







Where the factor 2 appears in the exponential function in order to account for the loss of the back-
scattered photons from the sample, as well as the laser.
Equations for modelling source laser wavelength, source laser power. and diffraction grating are given
in Section 4.2.6. These elements primarily provide a scaling factor that acts on the the intensity. In the
case of source power, the collected intensity should scale linearly with the an increase or decrease in source
power. Equation 4.10 shows that the average number of photons emitted by source lasers of equivalent
power is dependent on their wavelength i.e. the collected intensity is related to the fourth power of the
frequency. Similarly, a change in source laser should scale linearly relative to the change in emitted photons.
Diffraction gratings will provide a similar scaling factor based on the grating efficiency. In the event that
the grating efficiency fluctuates across the grating then it is more appropriate to model it in a similar to that
of the QE of the CCD.
Although modelling the scaling factor for intensity that results from a change in MO and/or confocal
aperture is non-trivial, it remains a factor that will solely scale the collected intensity. Similarly, changes in
source laser specifications and diffraction gratings will result in a change in collected intensity. However,
the CCD affects all sources of noise described in Section 4.2. Therefore, it is advantageous to model this




The experimental validation presented in this section is designed to verify how the system specific irradiance
created using data recorded from one CCD may be used to simulate the system specific irradiance recorded
from an alternative CCD. Two cameras were used to record data for this experiment, an Andor iDus 420
BR-DD and an Andor Newton 920 BVF. A comparison of their specifications can be found in Table 7.1.
Where the cooling represents the maximum cooling that may be applied to both cameras and DC represents
the mean rate of dark current generation in electrons per pixel per second at the applied temperature. The




Cooling (◦C) -80 -80
DC (e/p/s) 0.002 0.2
Read Rate (MHz) 3 1
Read Noise (e) 28.5 12.4
ADC (e/count) 9 12.6
Table 7.1: A comparison of experimental specifications for the Newton and iDus CCDs.
Figure 7.1: Illustration of the QE of a Newton 920 BVF, and iDus 420 BR-DD on the left hand axis and the
ratio between the two QEs across the wavelength range on the right hand axis.
electrons. ADC represents the sensitivity of the ADC at the given read rate. When a CCD digitises the
collected electrons it will convert them into a unit commonly referred to as counts, hence the units for ADC
sensitivity being electrons per count.
The only specification not shown in Table 7.1 is the QE. This specification is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. The
iDus CCD is optimised for use in the NIR wavelength as opposed to the Newton, which is optimised for the
visible. Therefore, there is a significant difference in QE for the wavenumber region of interest.
In the above figure, the QE was derived from the online specifications sheets for both CCDs. This was
done by measuring the percentage of converted photons relevant to the wavelength axis in increments of 25
Hz. These points were then used to fit a polynomial across the wavelength range.
Converting the system specific irradiance using this polynomial fit involves isolating the wavelength
region across which the Raman spectrum was recorded using Equation 7.4 [82] to convert the wavenumber











Where λ is the wavelength at a particular sample point, λsource is the wavelength of the source laser,
and v˜ is the wavenumber at a particular sample point. These wavelength values can be related to the ratio
between the QEs depicted in Fig. 7.1 in order to adjust the intensity values recorded at specific points.
7.3.2 Recording Data
Three sets of data were recorded using a standard Raman micro-spectrometer. The first two experiments
are recorded to create system specific irradiances for both CCDs. The third experiment was recorded under
non-ideal conditions to illustrate how an experimental dataset may be simulated. All experimental and
simulated datasets are recorded and created using the modelling described for an FVB read mode.
The datasets illustrated in Fig. 7.2 were used for creating the system specific irradiances. Both datasets
were recorded using the specifications detailed in Table 7.1 for the relevant CCDs. An Olympus 4x 0.1 NA
mPlan FL MO was used to record the spectra due to it’s large depth of focus that minimises the possibility
of significant defocusing over the course of an experiment. Acquisition time was set at 5 s for each dataset
depicted. 100 spectra as well as a dark current background were recorded for each dataset illustrated.
The third experimental dataset was obtained using the iDus CCD, under the same conditions as detailed
for the previous two datasets with the exception that the cooling was altered to -60◦C. By altering the
temperature, the mean rate of dark current production was increased to 2 e/p/s.
7.3.3 Results
A system specific irradiance was created from the mean spectra depicted in Fig. 7.2 iii). These irradiances
were then scaled using the QE ratio illustrated in Fig. 7.1 to simulate an irradiance recorded from the other
CCD. The results of this conversion is displayed in Fig. 7.3.
Both simulated spectra show significant correlation with their experimental counterparts. In some re-
gions, converted peaks show slight inconsistencies with experimental intensities. Inconsistencies such as
these may be attributed to inaccuracies in fitting the polynomial when modelling the QE. However, the
method for measuring SNR i.e. the maximum intensity of the spectrum to the standard deviation of the
noise, should be only minimally affected. This is due to the fact that the intensities match well in the
region of the highest peak, approximately 1450 cm−1. The inconsistencies may also be attributed to a mi-
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the raw spectral datasets, i), and dark current backgrounds, ii), recorded from a
Newton 920 BVF and an iDus 420 BR-DD. Also depicted are the mean spectra, iii) and iv), from which the
system specific irradiances were created.
Figure 7.3: A comparison of the system specific irradiance extracted from both cameras and the predicted
system specific irradiances created using the scaling ratio described in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.4: An illustration of i) experimental data recorded from the iDus at -60◦C, ii) simulated data
created from the system specific irradiance recorded from the Newton, iii) a comparison of the mean spectra
from both experimental and simulated datasets, and iv) a boxplot comparison of the SNR values from both
datasets.
nor misalignment caused by mounting the second CCD. While this is an unavoidable consequence of the
experimental procedures required to experimentally validate the theory, the similarity between the experi-
mental and simulated irradiances is a positive indicator of their validity for use of simulating experimental
datasets. This hypothesis is tested by using the simulated iDus irradiance to simulate the experimental
dataset recorded from the iDus CCD described in Section 7.3.2.
Fig. 7.4 illustrates accurately an experimental dataset recorded from the iDus at -60◦C may be simulated
using a system specific irradiance created from data recorded from the Newton at -80◦C.
Visually, the experimental dataset displays a higher level of variance in the spectra. This can be expected
in experimental datasets as minor vibrations in the environment will cause subtle shifts in the system and
consequently alter the collected irradiance. However, both experimental and simulated datasets correlate
well. They show similar spectral profiles and result in similar SNRs. The primary cause of the difference
in SNR is the largest peak (1450 cm−1) is slightly more intense in the experimental spectrum than in the
simulated, illustrated in Fig. 7.4 iii). It is assumed that the increase in peak intensity is due to this increase in
temperature. Increasing the CCD temperature can cause subtle changes in the QE of the CCD, particularly
in the NIR region. [83] Increasing the temperature of the CCD allows the silicon face of the CCD to more
readily create a photo-electron. Despite this, the difference in SNR is relatively low with simulated results
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being approximately 6% lower than experimental results.
While the results presented in this section do not precisely replicate experimental data, they show sig-
nificant promise for the modelling of optical elements in the Raman spectrometer, particularly the CCD. By
amending the experimental conditions to limit the experimental variation caused by the vibrational effects
of the environment and the change in CCD temperature it is possible that the results presented here could
be improved upon and provide reliable methodology for predicting the effect of replacing optical elements
in a given Raman system.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, it has been shown that it is possible to simulate the effect of replacing the CCD in a given
Raman system. While there are a number of factors to consider, such as temperature and system drift, the
spectral profile of an alternative CCD can be simulated using data recorded from a given CCD, provided
the relevant a priori knowledge of the cameras cooling levels and ADC sensitivity is known.
Methodology that can simulate the effect of alternative optical elements are advantageous for the spec-
troscopist as it can provide them with an alternative avenue of predicting the improvement in SNR before
investing in an expensive piece of equipment. It may also allow the user to reduce the cost of the equipment
for example if a CCD with higher mean levels of dark current produces a similar SNR in crop mode when
compared to a more expensive CCD with lower dark current levels in FVB mode.
The observation that the QE increases with temperature is notable and could provide an avenue for
exploitation, especially in terms of portable Raman systems that cannot rely on bulky nitrogen or water
cooling systems. The caveat of increasing the temperature is that the dark current contribution will increase
significantly. In order to justify the increase in temperature it would be necessary to provide methodology to
shorten the acquisition time and optimise the denoising software applied in post-processing to compensate
for the reduction in SNR caused by the increase in dark current levels. While the relationship between
temperature and increased quantum efficiency is not explored in this thesis, the following suggested avenues
that may be used to exploit this phenomenon are investigated in terms of increasing SNR to increase system
throughput in the aforementioned chapters.
Optimal software denoising techniques can also reduce the acquisition time by increasing the SNR from
the resulting denoised signals. A CRA removal technique is proposed and is shown to produce spectra with
superior SNR to that of the double acquisition method in Chapter 8. An enhanced version of Savitzky-
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Golay smoothing is presented in Chapter 9 that has been shown to produce spectra with higher SNR and
increased peak fidelity than traditional Savitzky-Golay smoothing.
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Chapter 8
An Algorithm for the Removal of
Cosmic Ray Artefacts in Spectral
Datasets
This chapter is related to the following manuscript that has been submitted for journal publication:
Sinéad Barton and Bryan Hennelly. "An algorithm for the removal of cosmic ray artefacts in spectral
datasets". Accepted for Publication. Applied Spectroscopy.
I would like to acknowledge Claire Molony’s contribution to this work for creating the biological sam-
ples as well as recording the datasets used to test the algorithm in Section 8.6.2.
8.1 Introduction
Unlike most of the previous chapters, which are based on evaluating and predicting system performance for
the purpose of designing an optimal experimental configuration in terms of SNR, Chapters 8 and 9 both deal
with software solutions that can be applied to any recorded Raman spectrum for the purpose of increasing
the SNR. The focus of Chapter 8 is the removal of cosmic ray artefacts (CRAS). CRAs are a source of noise
that is system independent, as described in Section 4.2.5. The distortion of spectra caused by the presence
of CRAs can pose problems for various applications that involve the identification of specific peaks and will
affect the methods used to calculate the SNR of a spectrum, as outlined in Chapter 4. CRAs can also impact
on the results of the post processing algorithms described in Chapter 3, due to biasing of the loading vectors
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towards large outliers, which in turn leads to the misclassification of spectra. [84] The misclassification of
spectra can be of critical importance, particularly in the growing area of chemometrics. [35, 36].
As previously stated in the conclusion to Chapter 6, single acquisitions of spectra provide superior SNR
to multiple acquisitions averaged together. Therefore, a CRA removal technique that does not require this
averaging process would be advantageous. The primary goal of this chapter is to provide an algorithm that
will reliably remove CRAs from spectra without the requirement of recording multiple acquisitions that the
commonly used double acquisition method relies on. This proposed algorithm is shown to produce spectra
with higher SNR than that achieved by the double acquisition method.
Existing CRA removal techniques fall into four distinct categories, that will be described in the fol-
lowing section. Here a novel CRA removal algorithm is proposed that combines aspects from the first
two categories and has the advantages of both; the method requires only a single capture but works on the
same principle as the double acquisition method and visually provides comparable results, i.e. it removes
only cosmic rays and makes no other changes to the spectrum. However, the spectra processed using the
proposed method requires the availability of a dataset of spectra that can be used for comparison, the most
similar of which is identified using normalised covariance. The spectrum of interest is then directly com-
pared with the matching spectrum and differences exceeding a specified threshold are identified as cosmic
rays. The contaminated pixels are replaced with the corresponding spectral value from the matching spec-
trum. The optimal value of the threshold is estimated based on the standard deviation of the spectrum,
which is indicative of the level of noise present in the spectrum. The algorithm can be applied to an entire
dataset of recorded spectra without intervention from the user.
In addition to being a single acquisition method, the proposed algorithm has a second advantage over
the double acquisition method, in that it may offer a significant improvement in the SNR of the denoised
spectrum under certain conditions, due to the reduced instances of camera read noise that are included,
which is discussed in more detail in later sections. The requirement for an available dataset of spectra is
naturally met for a large number of applications that involve the repeated capture of data such as Raman
based chemometrics for the detection of bladder cancer [85], cervical neoplasia [86], and breast cancer
detection [87] etc. Applications such as these require repeated measurement from cell or tissue samples




The first category of CRA removal methods comprises single scan methods that rely on the assumption that
CRAs will have an appreciably narrower width than the expected peaks in the spectrum. This requires that
the spectral resolution of the system is less than the width of the spectral peaks, which may not always be
the case and depends on the properties of both the source laser and spectrograph in the recording system
as well as the chemical composition of the sample under investigation. Methods in this category include
the ‘missing point polynomial filter’ [88, 89], the wavelet transform method [90], filtering based on fuzzy
logic [91], weighted moving filters [92], and median and low pass filtering. [93] In many cases, the methods
in this category are unsuitable because they are either insensitive to CRAs that have comparable width to the
features of the underlying spectrum, or they rely on empirically chosen thresholds that may vary between
datasets. As a result, in some cases the denoised spectra must be subjected to robust error checking and this
can limit the inclusion of these algorithms in fully automated applications.
The second category of methods for the removal of CRAs is based on the low probability of CRAs
contaminating the same pixel in sequential or spatially adjacent spectra. This relates to the approach
whereby spectra are sequentially recorded in a 2D or 3D grid for the purposes of hyperspectral mapping.
The algorithms in this category include the upper bound spectrum (UBS) method and it’s improved varia-
tions [94–96], mapping techniques [97] and the double acquisition method used by manufacturers of com-
mercial optical spectroscopy systems such as Horiba. [10] The mapping technique [97] requires a map of
spatially adjacent spectra. A nearest neighbour comparison is performed and the most closely correlated
spectrum is selected. An offset is selected based on the expected noise and if the intensity value of a spectral
component in the original spectrum differs from the corresponding value in the offset spectrum by a value
exceeding said offset then the lower value is taken. The algorithm presented in this paper is similar to this
approach, except that comparison is performed across an entire dataset of spectra rather than over a set of
spatially adjacent neighbours.
The third category is based on continuous analysis in the time domain [98, 99] and is applied to online
process monitoring. This approach searches for sharp, unsustained alterations to the spectral intensity
values in the time domain at a rate that is faster than the expected rate of change of the material being
monitored. Optimisation of optical systems in order to avoid detection of CRAs, such as image curvature
correction, [100] is a fourth option. In this case CRAs are detected by comparing spectra recorded along
different rows of pixels on the detector. Aberration caused by the imaging system may necessitate numerical
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correction prior to comparison.
Although all of these methods have been shown to be effective CRA removal methods, in some cases
they are computationally intensive or rely on expensive equipment, which may not be feasible. The double
acquisition method [10] is arguably the most commonly used approach due to its simplicity and accuracy.
The proposed algorithm aims to simulate the robust nature of this method while providing the advantages
of single acquisition. In addition to being a single acquisition method, the proposed algorithm has a second
advantage over the double acquisition method, in that it offers a significant improvement in the SNR of
the denoised spectrum under certain conditions, due to the reduced instances of camera read noise that are
included, which is discussed in more detail in later sections.
8.3 Noise in a spectrum: single vs. double acquisition
Multiple acquisitions, whereby a number of spectra are averaged together for the purpose of CRA removal,
can have a negative impact on the SNR of the resulting denoised spectrum. Shot noise and dark current
noise are both modelled by time-dependent Poisson distributions. Therefore, if only these two noise sources
are considered, a spectrum collected with a 5 second acquisition time will have the same SNR to two 2.5
second spectra collected under the same conditions and averaged together. However, read noise is time-
independent and will be included in each individual recorded spectrum and, therefore, averaging a number
of acquisitions together will introduce multiple instances of read noise. The SNR in a single sample of the
spectrum is defined as follows: [53]
SNR =
iq(λ )t pi√
[iq(λ )pi+ cpdc]t+ prnr
(8.1)
where i represents the spectral irradiance that is incident on each individual pixel in a column of pi
pixels, which depends on the spatial distribution of the light arriving at the spectrograph slit; q(λ ) is the
quantum efficiency of a pixel for the incident wavelength λ , and t is the total camera integration time; c
is the mean rate of dark current production in electrons per pixel per second; pdc is the number of pixels
contributing dark current noise and pr is the number of pixels contributing read noise to the spectral com-
ponent. A detailed discussion on noise contributions for different camera read modes is given in Chapter 6.
For this chapter we are focused on spectra recorded in FVB mode.
Using Equation 8.1, it possible to compare the SNR of a single acquisition of time T to X acquisitions,
each of time T/X duration, which are subsequently averaged. Assuming the camera mode is consistent,
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both cases will result in a spectrum that has the same spectral intensity (i.e. the numerator in Equation 8.1
will be iq(λ )piT for both cases). Similarly, the dark current contribution will also be the same. However,
the read noise contribution will differ for both cases; for the single acquisition pr = 1 and for the multi-
acquisition pr = X . Therefore, it can be expected that the multi-acquisition will have a reduced SNR when
compared with a single acquisition of equivalent duration. The difference between these two SNRs will be
determined by the values of i, c, nr, and X .
8.4 Proposed Algorithm
The first step in the proposed algorithm is to assign a best matching pair to each spectrum in a given dataset,
thereby, removing the need to record multiple spectra. These pairs of matching spectra are then denoised
in a similar manner to that of the commonly used double acquisition method, by identifying corresponding
samples in the spectrum for which there exists a difference in intensity that is greater than a threshold that
relates to the expected noise level. The final step in the algorithm is to apply a smaller threshold to the
immediate neighbours of a sample that has been contaminated with a cosmic ray in order to ensure that
even broad CRAs are effectively removed from the spectrum.
Step 1: In order to pair spectra together, an approach similar to nearest neighbour comparison (NNC)
[97] is employed, which identifies spectra in a given dataset that share a high normalised covariance. The
normalised covariance is calculated as follows:
Cnm =
(Sn ·Sm)2
(Sn ·Sn)(Sm ·Sm) (8.2)
where Cnm denotes the normalised covariance of spectra n and m in the dataset and ’·’ represents the
dot product. For each spectrum in the dataset, i.e.n = {0,1,2...N− 1}, the value of Cnm is calculated for
all values of m = 0,1,2...N− 1 where m 6= n. For a given spectrum Sn, the spectrum Sm that corresponds
to the maximum value of Cnm is taken to be the most similar and is paired with Sn for the next stage of the
algorithm. In this way, each spectrum in the dataset, Sn, is given a pair denoted by Sn′ .
Step 2: A priori knowledge can be used to calculate the standard deviation of the noise in a spectrum;
CRAs are then identified as spikes that exceed some threshold that is proportional to this value. A similar
approach has been proposed in the double acquisition method. [10] However, this method requires knowl-
edge of the specifications of the spectrometer as well as the expected irradiance, which may not be available.
For this reason, we propose a method to estimate the standard deviation of the noise in a given spectrum, n,
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Where k is the kth sample of the spectrum, the value of k ranges from 1 to M, and ¯Sn(k) is the Savitzky-
Golay filtered version of the raw spectrum. If the intensity of the residuals resulting from Sn(k)− Sn′(k),
exceeds the threshold given by 5σn the pixel is deemed to be corrupted and is replaced with Sn′(k). This






The 5σn threshold ensures that >99 of the noise inherent in the recorded signal i.e. shot noise, dark
current, and read noise will fall within this boundary. The likelihood of a CRA being detected where there
is none is < 1. We note that the algorithm described above is similar to the double acquisition method.
Corresponding samples that have a disparity greater than the defined threshold are not averaged and the
lesser sample value is taken.
Step 3: It is possible to further amend the algorithm described above in order to deal with the case
in which a CRA has a larger width than a single pixel and extends into neighbouring pixels although
possibly falling under the specified threshold. A reduced threshold can be applied to the pixels immediately
around a detected CRA; this process is formally defined in Equation 8.5 and is repeated for each value of k






This addition improves the overall sensitivity of the algorithm to include broader CRAs.
In the case of biological spectra, varying baselines and sample heterogeneity can produce significant
inconsistency across the spectra in the dataset, which can reduce the capability of the proposed method to
find an accurate match within the dataset for a given spectrum in Step 1. In this case, it is recommended to
perform a pre-processing step in the form of a background subtraction algorithm. [38,41,42] on the dataset
in order to reduce variability and ensure a high correlation between matched spectra. This step can easily
be reversed following the CRA removal algorithm by reintroducing the subtracted baseline back to each
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Figure 8.1: A flow chart of the proposed algorithm with additional pre-processing steps to deal with varying
baselines.
respective spectrum, if desired.
An additional pre-processing step that may be required for large datasets is to apply median filtering
in advance of matching the pairs of spectra. Large datasets that are obtained using long acquisition times,
will contain a large number of CRAs and, therefore, the likelihood of a CRA appearing across multiple
spectra in the dataset increases. Due to the intensity of these spikes, it is likely that Step 1 of the algorithm
will match these spectra together due to their high covariance. In order to avoid this, a median filter can
be applied to the dataset and the normalised covariance in Step 1 may be calculated based on this filtered
dataset. A flow chart of the overall algorithm including these pre-processing steps is illustrated in Fig. 8.1.
In the sections that follow, the proposed algorithm is applied to datasets of Raman spectra, and the
performance is compared to that of the double acquisition method.
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8.5 Materials and Methods
8.5.1 Materials
A polymer reference material, acquired from Ibidi GmbH, [101] was chosen as the first sample for investi-
gation due to it’s thermal stability, resistance to photo-bleaching, and strong reliable signal, which reduces
the overall experimental variability. The consistency of this sample and its insignificant baseline ensures an
accurate assessment of the proposed CRA algorithm in terms of the SNR. The benefits of a single instance
of read noise in terms of SNR will be more significant for weak spectral irradiances such as for the case of
a Raman spectrum recorded from a biological sample. Ideally, a biological sample would have been used to
demonstrate the improvement in SNR afforded by the proposed algorithm when compared with the double
acquisition method. However, photo-bleaching and the heterogeneity of biological samples may complicate
an accurate measurement of SNR. It was, therefore, decided to use the polymer sample for the evaluation of
the proposed algorithm in terms of SNR and to reduce the recorded irradiance to match that of an epithelial
cell such that the acquisition times and SNR values would relate to biomedical applications. Following this,
the algorithm was applied to spectra recorded from three different cell groups; mesenchymal stem cells
and their vascular and osteogenic progeny. For further details on cultivation and preparation of these cells
please refer to Ref. [102].
8.5.2 Recording Spectra
A custom built confocal Raman micro-spectrometer was used to record spectra from the polymer material.
This system uses a 150mW 532nm laser and a diffraction grating with 600 lines/mm. More details on the
specific system can be found in Ref. [12]. A sufficiently defocused (i.e. focal plane above the sample), low
numerical aperture MO (Olympus UMplanFl 4x/0.1) was used in order to produce spectra from the polymer
material that had an SNR equivalent to that expected from an epithelial cell using a commercial Raman
microspectrometer over a 60 second acquisition time. Maximum cooling of the CCD (Andor Newton 920
BVF, -80◦C) was used in order to minimise dark current noise. The low magnification of the MO provides
for a large depth of field, which prevents any major change in focus over the course of the experiment,
further reducing experimental variability across the acquired datasets. A single acquisition dataset of 100
spectra was acquired with a 60 second integration time and a double acquisition dataset of 2×100 spectra
was acquired each with a 30 second integration time so that a comparison of the proposed algorithm to the
double acquisition method could be made in the context of SNR. For the cell spectra, a commercial Raman
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the datasets used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms
of SNR. On the left side a single dataset of 100 raw spectra is shown with an acquisition time of 60s. On
the right hand side are two datasets of consecutively collected spectral pairs with an acquisition time of 30s.
In both cases the raw data, removed CRAs, and denoised dataset are shown.
micro-spectrometer was employed also using a 532nm laser source. More information on this system is
found in Ref. [102].
8.6 Results
8.6.1 Application to polymer data
The spectral datasets from the polymer material were processed using both the proposed algorithm and the
double exposure method. The resulting CRA removed spectra were examined and compared in terms of
SNR using the second approach described in Section 4.3.1. Fig. 8.2 illustrates the raw data, the removed
cosmic rays and the denoised dataset following processing with both methods. Both algorithms make neg-
ligible changes to the underlying spectrum, aside from the areas contaminated with CRAs while retaining a
high sensitivity for low intensity and broad CRAs.
Fig. 8.3 shows a magnified region (825cm−1 to 975cm−1) of the spectra to further illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the method. This region was chosen in order to illustrate the algorithms ability to discriminate
between spectral features and CRAs as it contains a number of peaks that vary in width and height.
While both methods perform similarly in terms of CRA removal, there is, however, a difference in the
SNR of the denoised spectra obtained using the two methods. It should also be noted that in the denoised
dataset of the double acquisition method illustrated in Fig. 8.2, there are the remnants of two CRAs evident
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Figure 8.3: A magnified region of Fig. 8.3 showing the before to further illustrate the operation of the
proposed algorithm.
Figure 8.4: A boxplot of the resulting SNRs of the CRA removed spectra of both the proposed algorithm
and the double exposure method.
at approximately 1800cm−1. These are the remnants of two intense cosmic rays that were spread over
multiple pixels. The outer edges of these CRAs were small enough to fall under the designated threshold.
In cases such as this, investigating the neighbouring pixels of identified CRAs with a lower threshold is
necessary.
The mean spectrum of all 300 spectra collected in the experiment was used as the reference spectrum
for measuring the SNR as described in the previous section. Fig. 8.4 illustrates the SNR calculated over the
dataset of 100 denoised spectra for both the proposed algorithm and the double acquisition method.
Of the dataset that is denoised by the proposed algorithm, the the range of SNR values is 98 to 117 with
the central 50 of SNR values in the range of 104 to 111. For the dataset that is denoised by the double
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acquisition method, the range of SNR values is 90 to 104 with the central 50% of SNR values in the range
of 96 to 99. More than 75% of the denoised spectra processed using the proposed method exhibit higher
SNR values than those denoised using the double acquisition method.
8.6.2 Application to biological data
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithms performance on biological spectra, three datasets recorded
from three different cell groups were amalgamated into a single dataset to which the algorithm was applied.
Three datasets were recorded from i) mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), ii) the vascular progeny of MSC
samples, and iii) the osteogenic progeny of MSC samples. It should be noted that the osteogenic cells
contain a noticeable difference to the other samples, specifically the peak at 960cm−1 that indicates the
presence of phosphates. Both pre-processing steps were applied as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. A mean spectrum
taken from the entire dataset was used in the background subtraction algorithm and a polynomial of order
5 was also used to remove varying baselines in the dataset. This fitted dataset was then filtered using a
median filter of size 11 before applying Step 1 of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 8.5 illustrates the datasets at
different stages of the CRA removal algorithm from raw spectra in Fig. 8.5 (i) to the final dataset without
CRAs in Fig. 8.5 (iv).
Fig. 8.5 (ii) shows the raw data following background subtraction. The resulting dataset is then CRA
removed using the proposed algorithm to produce the denoised dataset shown in Fig. 8.5 (iii). Finally, the
background components are reintroduced to each individual spectrum.
8.7 Summary
CRAs can be removed from spectra using a number of different methods. These include algorithms that
can be directly applied to a single recorded spectrum using some form of digital filtering; although, such
algorithms have the advantage of being applicable to dynamically changing samples, the goal of removing
the cosmic ray while making no other change to the spectrum is challenging. A second group of algorithms
for the removal of cosmic rays involves the capture of successive spectra from a sample that is not expected
to change between captures. A direct comparison of subsequent spectra allows for the accurate removal of
cosmic rays while making little or no other alteration to the underlying spectrum. The proposed algorithm
relates to both of these approaches; the algorithm requires only a single recorded spectrum so long as a
dataset of similar spectra is available, a requirement that is naturally met for a large number of applications
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Figure 8.5: An illustration of the the CRA removal of the dataset. The raw data is background subtracted,
CRA removed, and, finally, the background is then reintroduced to the data. The y axes are fixed to the
same height for all figures.
that involve the repeated capture of data.
In this paper, it has been demonstrated that the proposed algorithm does not require any a priori knowl-
edge of system and camera parameters that were used to record the spectrum. In terms of effectiveness at
CRA removal, this method performs similarly to the double acquisition method [10] which is widely ap-
plied in the field of Raman spectroscopy. For those cases where the amplitude of the shot noise and camera
dark current dominates, this difference in SNR between a single and a double acquisition may be negligible;
however, in applications where low intensity spectra are collected or high read-out rate are required, this
additional noise may become a significant factor and negatively affect the SNR. The proposed algorithm
has the advantage that it does not require the repeated capture of spectra and has shown that an overall
improvement of SNR of 10% can be expected for the recording conditions associated with biological sam-
ples. A second advantage of the proposed algorithm over the double acquisition method is that databases
of previously recorded spectra can also be processed. It is notable that the algorithm is able to successfully
pair the spectra within the dataset despite the presence of spectra from three distinct cell groups. It can be




It must be acknowledged that the proposed algorithm will fail if a recorded spectrum contains legitimate
spectral peaks that are unique to the dataset that is employed for cosmic ray removal; in such a case, such
peaks would be deemed to be cosmic rays and removed. However, for many applications of spectroscopy,
and for a sufficiently large dataset, the probability of such an occurrence can be expected to be low.
CRA removal is typically only the first denoising technique applied to experimental datasets. After
CRA removal, SG smoothing is routinely applied to spectra to reduce the the experimental noise. However,
SG smoothing can degrade the spectral peaks present in the spectrum. Unfortunately, this provides a trade-
off between degrading peaks and effectively removing the noise. Therefore the following chapter illustrates
how SG smoothing may be enhanced with maximum likelihood estimation to yield spectra with increased
SNR when compared to traditional SG smoothing.
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Chapter 9
Algorithm for optimal denoising of
Raman spectra
The work presented in this chapter is related to the following journal publication:
Sinéad J. Barton, Tomas E. Ward, and Bryan M. Hennelly. "Algorithm for optimal denoising of Raman
spectra." Analytical Methods 10.30 (2018): 3759-3769.
9.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to improve the SNR of Raman spectra by using post-processing software to enhance
the SNR of the recorded Raman spectrum. Effectively removing experimental noise from experimental
spectra without affecting the underlying spectral profile is a challenge. Savitzky-Golay (SG) filtering [11] is
commonly used to smooth spectra in order to reduce the impact of noise on statistical classification. [37,103]
However, it can in some cases be counter-productive as the smoothing technique may degrade the spectral
features that the multivariate statistical analysis, described in Chapter 3, relies on to accurately discriminate
between spectra recorded from different biological samples. The goal of this chapter is to improve the SNR
of experimental spectra by enhancing SG filtering using the knowledge of the noise present in the system
described in Chapter 4. This chapter also uses the methodology described in Chapter 6 to create large
datasets of artificial spectra to test the proposed algorithms performance across a range of different SNRs.
The SG filtering technique works by dynamically fitting a polynomial to consecutive windows of data
points (local least-squares polynomial approximation) in order to follow the shape of the spectrum thereby
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mitigating the impact of a randomly varying noise signal. Under certain conditions, this can have a negative
impact on spectral features; in particular high noise applications that require high levels of smoothing,
which may severely affect sharp local features. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is a statistical
process that enables signal denoising [104] by searching for the most likely value of the signal based on a
sequence of measured values and a priori knowledge of the noise distribution associated with the collected
signal. The proposed algorithm merges the robust smoothing of the SG filter with the restriction that the
denoised data must be constrained the noise distribution provided by MLE. In this chapter, we demonstrate
that this algorithm consistently returns a spectrum with a higher SNR than SG filtering alone, as well as
effectively preserving the fidelity of sharp peaks.
The proposed denoising algorithm is constructed on the combination of Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mation (MLE), based on estimating the noise in a spectrum, with Savitzky-Golay (SG) smoothing. The
algorithm attempts to overcome the classical problem of providing a smooth noise free spectrum, without
affecting the fidelity of sharp spectral features in the process. The algorithm is comprised of two competing
constraints that are applied to a given spectrum: the first condition, which makes use of SG filtering, as-
sumes that the spectrum is smooth, i.e. that a given sample will not differ significantly from its neighbours;
and the second condition, which is based on MLE, requires that the sample does not deviate significantly
from the raw value that was recorded, taking into account the noise distribution that exists for that raw
sample value.
The chapter is split into four main sections. Section 9.2 an overview of how the properties of the
noise sources are modelled within the context of Maximum Likelihood Estimation, and the integration of
Savitzky-Golay smoothing with MLE. Section 9.3 defines the metrics that are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the algorithm, the creation of artificial data on which to evaluate and compare the data, and the
steps taken to optimise the algorithm’s input parameters. Section 9.4 provides the result and illustrates the
SNR improvement provided by the proposed algorithm over competing denoising algorithms for experi-
mental and simulated data. Finally, in Section 9.5 we offer a brief conclusion and propose a number of





The distributions associated with the main forms of noise have already been defined and discussed in Chap-
ter 4. However, it is also possible to approximate a Poisson distribution as a Gaussian distribution provided
the mean photo-electron count registered in the camera pixel is high enough. Therefore, if the spectral ir-
radiance is sufficiently high, the total noise, described in Chapter 4, can be estimated with a single additive
Gaussian distribution, and this enables the denoising process to be modelled as a decomposition problem,
y= x+d, where y is a vector of discrete samples that is the recorded spectrum, x is the true spectral intensity
in units of photons collected in each pixel area over the full acquisition time, t, and d is the noise signal,












• iis an integer index that denotes the ith discrete sample in a spectrum
• µi = r+ tci, i.e. the mean value of the distribution in the ith sample (in electrons per second) is given
by the sum of the mean read noise, r (in electrons), and the product of mean dark current, ci, and
time, t.
• σ2i = xi + tci +σ2r , i.e. the variance of the noise distribution is given by the sum of the variances of
the individual noise terms. [53]
• The spectral intensity can be defined in terms of the spectral irradiance as follows: xi = tli, where li
denotes the irradiance in photons per pixel per second.
It is notable in the above description of the noise term, d, that the dark current noise can vary from sample
to sample, which is due to the variable properties of the semiconductor pixels of modern CCD detectors,




9.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is a statistical method whereby the parameters of a known statisti-
cal model can be estimated based on a number of observations; this is achieved by calculating the parameter
values for that model, which maximise the likelihood of making the set of observations. In order to use MLE
to reduce the noise in a signal, the statistical model for the noise must be known; take for example the above
decomposition problem for the noise in a single sample of the spectrum, i.e. the ith sample. Since the values
for the dark current and read noise parameters within the Gaussian are known (these can be measured in
advance of recording a spectrum), then the only unknown is xi. If a number of, k, different spectra are
recorded, yi1, yi2, ..... yk, then MLE can be applied to determine the most likely value of xi that would have
resulted in this set of observations. However, this approach requires a number of different recordings and
the outcome of MLE would be the trivial result that the most likely value is the mean of all the observations
minus the mean noise. Here, we set ourselves the problem of applying MLE based only on a single obser-
vation. A similar approach has recently been proposed for removing noise from astronomical images, [105]
which is of particular relevance to the current discussion due to the similarity between astronomical images
and Raman spectra, i.e. areas of dark (flat regions) interspersed with stars (peaks).
We begin the derivation of the algorithm by formally defining the probability of recording an intensity











The mean noise, µi, may be subtracted from yi by recording a dark frame of sufficiently long acquisition
time. The standard deviation of the noise, σi, varies across the samples due to the varying dark current
contributions, ci, which are often pixel dependent, and the dependence of shot noise on the varying signal
intensity, xi. However, for simplicity and ease of computation, the algorithm assumes a constant standard
deviation, denoted σ¯ , for all samples and is calculated as follows:










where N is the total number of samples in the spectrum. The value of σ¯ that is used in the algorithm is
calculated by estimating the mean standard deviation of the global noise term. This is achieved by applying
an appropriate SG smoothing filter (v = 3, q = 9, where v represents the polynomial order and q represents
the window size of the filter) to the spectrum, subtracting the smooth from the raw, and finally taking the
standard deviation of the remaining signal. Following from this, the negative log likelihood of observing a
signal intensity at sample i is:




9.2.3 Maximising an ‘a posteriori’ estimator
Denoising in this context requires the use of an image prior, x′, i.e. a reference signal to allow the user
to deduce a priori knowledge of a given spectral sample on the basis that the spectrum should not deviate
significantly from the image prior. The probability of the true intensity at sample i, can be defined in terms





exp[−λ |xi− x′j|p] (9.5)
where 2n+1 is the size of the neighbourhood and the λ and p parameters are used to define how closely
a sample in x is expected to match the surrounding samples in the image prior; selecting p > 0 will impose
a constraint that a smooth transition must exist from one sample to the next. In the limiting case, if only
one observation is available, we can set x′ = y−µ , whereby the image itself serves as it’s own image prior,
eliminating the need for multiple acquisitions. [106] The basis of the first MLE model described here makes
use of a similar approach, whereby the neighbouring samples in the signal can provide a reference for that
sample. In this case the values of λ and p determine how smooth the transition should be from one sample
to the next. [105–107] Following from this discussion, the negative log likelihood of Equation9.5 can be
determined:





Using Bayes’ theorem, the negative log likelihood of p(xi;yi) can be expressed as follows:












Therefore, the most likely value of xi is the one that minimises Equation 9.8 and this equation is the
basis of the first MLE based algorithm that we propose here. The algorithm begins by setting x′ = y− µ;
this involves subtracting a dark frame from the raw spectrum. The second step is to calculate the most likely
estimate of x, which we denote as xe; this is achieved by performing a brute force search to find the sample
values that minimise Equation 9.8, which we denote as xei . This process is repeated for each sample, i, until
the entire spectrum is estimated. The third step is to set x′ = xe, and then to repeat the second and third
step iteratively until the conditions for stopping are met; an early stopping strategy is important in order
to prevent over-smoothing of key signal features. Although the denoising algorithm described by Equation
9.8 provides meaningful results, we do not investigate it any further in this chapter. A superior algorithm
is proposed in the section that follows, which employs a similar approach; the detailed development of the
first algorithm above is a necessary first step before introducing the algorithm below.
9.2.4 Improving the ‘a posteriori’ estimator by employing SG smoothing
The MLE algorithm defined in the previous section is similar to a method previously applied to astronomical
images [105] and employs a two dimensional neighbourhood of nine pixels around the sample of interest.
A Raman spectrum is inherently one dimensional and, therefore, only the samples immediately to the left
and right of the sample i can be used in the MLE algorithm. In this section, we propose an improved MLE
algorithm that makes use of Savitzky-Golay (SG) filtering. The algorithm is similar to that described in
the previous section; however, in this case the first step is to set x′ = SG(y− µ,v,q), where SG denotes
the application of an SG filter to the raw spectrum with a dark frame subtracted, y− µ . The second step
involves finding the values of xi that minimise Equation 9.8 as described for the previous algorithm, which
results in the estimate xe. The third step involves setting x′ = SG(xe,v,q); the second and third steps are
repeated iteratively and once again an early stopping strategy is employed to avoid over smoothing. The





+λ |xi− x′i|p (9.9)
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The algorithm described above, which will be referred to by the acronym MLE-SG going forward,
is essentially a pixel by pixel estimator, that is constrained in two opposing directions. The left term in
Equation 9.9 will increase as xi deviates from the raw value. Conversely, the right term will increase as
the estimated value deviates from the SG smoothed version of the spectrum. It can be expected that the
algorithm will perform at least as well as traditional SG filtering, and with the additional constraint that
the smoothed spectrum is not permitted to deviate far from the recorded value within the bounds of the
noise distribution. We can therefore expect superior results in terms of recovering a truer estimate of the
underlying Raman spectrum.
9.3 Tuning the Algorithm
The algorithm outlined in the previous section requires five input variables, namely; λ , p, v, q, and the
number of iterations, m. An investigation into the optimal values for these parameters was performed in
order to minimise the number of input variables and maximise the denoising capability of the algorithm.
The results of this investigation are detailed in this section in terms of SNR and a metric that is proposed
for the first time here, which we refer to as the SNR product.
9.3.1 Noise metrics for optimisation of parameters
As discussed in Chapter 4.3, mean SNR of the signal is a suitable metric for evaluating the quality of the
spectrum as a whole, whether this is calculated based on a reference spectrum or in an experimental context.
Here we redefine the SNR equation in terms of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the notation used











(xei − xre fi )2
}
(9.10)
where max() is a function that returns the maximum value in the input vector and RMSE calculates
the root mean square error of the input vector with respect to the reference signal intensity,xre f , both of
length N. However, while smoothing may increase the SNR of a spectrum as a whole it can also negatively
affect sharp local features, which may be of importance. In order to monitor the effect of the algorithm,
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specifically on sharp spectral features, the SNR in the neighbourhood of a peak, xe[pk− n : pk+ n], is
calculated. This calculation is based on an 2n+1 sample subset of xe centred on a feature located at index
pk. The SNR for this peak region is defined as follows:
SNR(xe[pk−n : pk+n]) = max(x
e)
RMSE(xe[pk−n : p+n],xre f [pk−n : pk+n]) (9.11)
This definition uses the same maximum value as for the global spectrum definition given in Equation
9.10 but RMSE is calculated only over the peak region. This ensures a meaningful comparison with SNR
values of the global spectrum. An estimate for the SNR of the raw spectrum can be determined by calcu-
lating SNR(y− µ) for the global case and for the peak area SNR(y[pk− n : pk+ n]− µ[pk− n : pk+ n]),
using Equation 9.10 and 9.11 respectively. Finally, in order to reflect the overall SNR improvement that is
provided by the denoising algorithm, we propose a novel metric called the SNR product which takes into





SNR(y[pk−n : pk+n]−µ[pk−n : pk+n]) (9.12)
Focusing on the left hand side of the above equation, this term concerns the global SNR and is used
to evaluate the mean improvement in signal quality across the entire wavenumber range being examined.
This term is primarily influenced by large low frequency regions. The right term focuses on a sharp local
feature and is used to monitor whether the algorithm is negatively impacting peaks. If there is no SNR
enhancement in the denoised spectrum compared to the raw, then the SNR product will return a value of 1
or lower. The typical range of results for the SNR product is 0 < SNRprod < 4.
9.3.2 Data Driven Parameter Optimisation
In order to robustly examine the recovery potential of the algorithm, large datasets with varying SNR were
required, as well as a priori knowledge of xre f . This requirement meant that artificial datasets were best
suited for the initial testing and optimisation phase since large amounts of data can be created with known
noise parameters and with knowledge of the underlying signal. Datasets with various SNRs were generated
based on a signal in the form of a high quality low noise Raman spectrum recorded from a polymer slide
(Ibidi Gmbh) [101] due to its resilience to photo-bleaching, thermal stability, intense and reproducible
Raman spectrum. In total, 100 spectra were averaged together following subtraction of the mean dark
current and mean read noise, which enabled an accurate estimate of the true irradiance in terms of the mean
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of the artificial dataset noise levels and the corresponding xre f
photons collected per pixel per second. This then enabled the signal intensity, xre f (calculated by scaling the
irradiance), and the noise to be simulated based on any acquisition time using Equation9.1. In this way, six
datasets were generated with the SNR values of 20,40,60,80,100,120; each dataset contained 100 spectra.
Fig. 9.1 illustrates four sample spectra of SNR values 120,80,60,20 that are approximately indicative of
low, medium, high, and extreme noise cases when recording Raman spectra from biological samples.
9.3.3 Optimal Parameters
The MLE-SG algorithm described in Section 9.2 is dependent on five parameters; namely λ , p, SG param-
eters (v and q), and finally the number of iterations, m. This section describes the steps taken in order to
find the best set of parameters to use for a noisy signal with a given SNR. Using all six artificial datasets
described in Section 9.3.2 a brute force search over a wide range of λ and p was performed and the results
were found to be approximately similar for all six datasets. The λ and p values were fixed at 1.8 and 0.4
respectively, which were found to work well for all cases, and the other parameters were varied in subse-
quent investigations. Initial testing revealed that SG input parameter combinations made up of v = {3,5}
and q = {5,7} showed the most promise for use as spectral priors. All of the parameters were examined in
terms of the improvement in the global SNR, peak SNR, and the SNR product of the denoised spectra over
a range of iterations (m = 1,2,3...100). An example of this analysis for an initial SNR of 60 is illustrated
in Fig. 9.2, in which the results that are shown are an average across a dataset of 100 spectra.
Results beyond 50 iterations are not displayed in Fig. 9.2 since the SNR recovery has stabilised or is
already in decline. These results were reproduced for all datasets previously mentioned. Two important
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Figure 9.2: An illustration of mean SNR recovery for the datasets with an initial global SNR of 60 for three
sets of SG input parameters over 50 iterations (The asterisks aligned with the first iteration are representative
of the SNR achieved by SG filtering alone)
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Figure 9.3: An illustration of MLE-SG denoising for different numbers of iterations; denoising of peak
regions is optimal at low numbers of iterations, while smooth areas require a significantly larger number of
iterations.
results become clear, (i) noisier signals require a greater number of iterations in order to achieve optimal
denoising for both peak regions and globally; this is discussed further below, and (ii) in general optimal
improvement in peak SNR occurs much earlier than for the global spectrum, in terms of the number of iter-
ations. It was determined that all other parameters, other than m, can be fixed to constant values regardless
of input SNR, with approximately similar results. This significantly simplifies tuning of the algorithm for
a given input SNR to selecting the most appropriate value of m. From examination of the figures it was
determined that the most reliable SG input parameters for preserving peaks was SG(5,7); however, in terms
of global SNR, SG(3,5) produces a slightly higher result. The aesthetic difference of these two conflicting
requirements, i.e. smoothing vs. peak preservation, is illustrated in Fig. 9.3.
Optimal numbers of iterations for global and peak denoising were derived from maxima in the SNR
graphs created for each dataset; from this set of results the optimal number of iterations for both global
(mmax) and peak (mmin) denoising, as a function of input SNR, were found and are illustrated for SG(5,7) in
Fig. 9.4.
Ideally, the algorithm should provide high levels of smoothing while effectively preserving the integrity
of sharp peak features. Thus, it was decided to further develop the algorithm to implement an early stopping
procedure (setting m = mmin) in peak regions while also applying a late stopping procedure (m = mmax) in
smoother regions. In order to avoid sharp discontinuities between regions of early and late stopping, an
approach was developed to ensure a gradual change in the number of iterations from one sample to the
next. The development of this procedure is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 9.4: (a) Number of iterations (m=mmax) required for optimal denoising of the global spectrum, as a
function of input SNR; (b) Number of iterations (m=mmin) required for optimal denoising of a peak region,
as a function of input SNR.
9.3.4 Early Stopping at Peaks
Equation 9.9 is comprised of two opposing constraints; the first constraint penalises deviation from the
smoothed version of the spectrum, while the second constraint penalises deviation from the raw values.
With the first application of Equation 9.9, an initial denoised estimate of the spectrum is obtained that is
more accurate than that produced by SG filtering alone, in terms of SNR. A second application of Equation
9.9 is likely to produce a second estimate of the denoised spectrum with a further enhanced SNR. This is
due to the fact that the smoothed version of the first estimate, which is used in this second iteration, is a
more accurate representation of the spectrum than the smoothed version of the raw spectrum that was used
in the first iteration. This argument can be applied to each subsequent iteration up to some point for which
the spectrum has become over smoothed, and the SNR of the estimate will begin to reduce. In areas where
sharp features are present, it is better to apply an “early stopping” strategy, i.e. to use only a few iterations of
the algorithm in order to avoid over smoothing, while in areas of the spectrum that contain smooth features,
“late stopping”, i.e. application of a large number of iterations, will provide higher SNR values.
The number of iterations, mi, associated with each sample index i, which is imposed by the presence of
a peak at a wavenumber given by pk j is determined using a Gaussian distribution as follows:





mi = min j[G( j, i)]× (mmax−mmin)+mmin (9.13)
where wavenumberi is the spectrum wavenumber axis as a function of sample index i, and σg is the
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Figure 9.5: The number of iterations is determined using Equation 9.13 and provides an early stopping
strategy for the MLE-SG algorithm in peak regions as well as a smooth transition in iteration numbers from
one sample to the next.
standard deviation of the the Gaussian, all in units of cm−1. The vector pk j contains a series of k wavenum-
ber peak locations that is input by the user and, therefore, j takes values of 1 to k. mi denotes the number
of iterations that will be applied to the ith sample in the spectrum and mmax and mmin are as previously
described. The min j[] operator returns the minimum value in the j dimension. The result of applying the
algorithm defined by Equation 9.13 to the polymer spectrum is shown by the red line in Fig. 9.5, where
σg = 10.
Samples that are located in large slowly varying regions are associated with high numbers of iterations
(mmax), while peak locations are associated with a low number of iterations (mmin); an appropriate gradient
of iterations from mmax to mmin is calculated by Equation 9.13 to prevent discontinuities in the denoised
spectrum. However, disassociating the flat regions from the peaks in this way allows for greater smoothing
in the low frequency regions. Rather than increase mmax, and therefore the run-time of the algorithm, the
window size of the SG filter and λ are increased for the final 20% of the iterations to produce an improved
spectrum by providing an increased rate of smoothing in areas that are relatively flat. A flowchart of the
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 9.6.
Automatic identification of peaks in a noisy spectrum is a challenging process and not within the scope
of this chapter; therefore, it was decided that the user would input a number of distinct peak wavenumber
locations. This is a reasonable approach since many applications involve a set of known peak locations in
each recording, e.g. in the case of recording spectra from an epithelial cell, which is discussed in more detail
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Figure 9.6: Algorithm flowchart
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in the following section. This can be achieved by manually inputting a vector of wavenumber locations,
which can be time consuming, or by defining a set number of locations and loading them automatically
from a text file. In the case of known peak locations, this allows the algorithm to be applied as a single
post-processing step for individual spectra or as part of a larger, automated process. If this is not the case,
a peak for which the wavenumber location is not defined may be subjected to unnecessary smoothing. Two
alternative approaches are discussed in Section 9.5.
9.4 Evaluation
The tuning of the algorithm described in Section 9.3 was performed with simulated datasets based on a
spectrum recording from an Ibidi polymer slide. In order to test the performance of the algorithm on
experimental datasets, spectra from the same slide were recorded using a confocal Raman microscopy
system and the SNR of the recorded datasets was controlled by varying the acquisition time. A reference
spectrum with low noise was collected using a long acquisition time and subtraction of a dark frame of
equal acquisition time; the value of xre f for a given dataset could then be calculated by scaling the reference
spectrum appropriately in order to match the acquisition time used to record that dataset; this was done
using an Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC) algorithm. [38]
Both simulated and experimental data were processed using the MLE-SG algorithm with early stopping
for peaks at the wavenumbers illustrated in Fig. 9.5 and the denoised spectrum was evaluated in terms
of SNR, and compared with the other smoothing algorithms. The results of this analysis show that the
SNR of the collected signals can potentially be doubled through applying the MLE-SG algorithm, which
is advantageous in low light applications or in applications where cost or time constraints exist. Results
from the experimental and simulated datasets were similar; however, experimental data had a slightly lower
improvement in SNR results, which is to be expected due to experimental variability of the signal intensity
and dark current both of which result in a variation in the SNR of the raw spectrum. Another possible cause
of the slightly lower SNR improvement is the use of a Gaussian noise model, instead of the more accurate
Poisson model, for the experimental noise. A qualitative comparison of signal recovery is illustrated in Fig.
9.7 where the quality of the denoised spectra by the relevant algorithms is illustrated.
In Fig. 9.7 it can be seen that the flat regions have a significantly lower standard deviation than that of
the spectra that have been processed using the other techniques. However, this has had little to no effect
on its capacity to preserve the characteristic features of the sharp peak, which has been highlighted in Fig.
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Figure 9.7: Qualitative comparison of signal recovery achieved by the three denoising algorithms on an
experimental spectrum with an initial SNR of 97.
9.7. This is further demonstrated in Fig. 9.8, which compares the results in terms of the metrics previously
discussed in Section 9.3.1. However, it is difficultly to visually appreciate a small improvement in the SNR
of a signal; for example, a spectrum with a SNR of 90 may appear qualitatively similar to a spectrum with
an SNR of 100. In order to provide a more rigorous quantitative evaluation, a set of tables that correspond
to Fig. 9.8(a), Fig. 9.8(b), and Fig. 9.9 are given in Appendix B.
Although the experimental datasets were collected with the intention of having matching SNRs to the
simulated datasets, this was not strictly possible and so the SNR range for the experimental data is from
33−141 approximately; however, the axes ranges have been kept the same for ease of comparison. While
the results fluctuate more than the results for the experimental section, they show similar trends; in both
cases pSmooth out-performs SG smoothing in terms of global SNR, which is to be expected, and MLE-SG
shows the highest SNR improvement in all contexts. However, in the figures that describe the improvement
in peak SNR it is clear that the MLE-SG algorithm is the only method that consistently and reliably improves
the SNR within a peak region, and the SNR product further reflects this with significantly higher values for
the MLE-SG algorithm than for the other methods, in all cases. The algorithms were also evaluated in terms
of computational efficiency. The algorithms were implemented using MATLAB running on a Dell Inspiron
15 with an Intel Core i7 processor. The average time taken for MLE-SG, SG, and PSmooth was 195ms,
0.8ms, and 34.8ms, respectively. As expected, SG smoothing provides the fastest implementation.
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Figure 9.8: Comparison of SNR enhancement achieved by denoising algorithms for simulated and experi-




9.4.1 Application to Biological Spectra
It may be difficult to record a reliable and low-noise reference Raman spectrum from a biological sam-
ple that could subsequently be used in an accurate quantitative evaluation of improvements in SNR for a
denoised spectrum. An accurate representation of the irradiance would require a long exposure time on
one sample point and would likely result in photo-bleaching/damage. In addition, biological cells are often
biochemically heterogeneous at different locations in a single cell, as well as across a group of similar cells;
such a heterogeneity presents an additional complexity in terms of finding an accurate reference spectrum
that could be used in a quantitative assessment of SNR over a dataset. Therefore, it was decided to test
the algorithm on a simulated dataset based on one high quality cell spectrum that is artificially noised; in
this case the reference spectrum is the original cell spectrum before the addition of noise. Considering
the similarity in the results between the experimental and simulated polymer datasets, it was inferred that
the simulated cell spectra would provide a suitable representation of the algorithm’s capabilities for this
application. A low noise reference spectrum was generated by adding together more than fifty spectra
recorded from a high grade bladder cancer cell line, following formalin fixation; cell preparation, record-
ing, and appropriate processing methods. [75] The end result is a reference spectrum of 500s acquisition
time recorded from the nucleus of 50 cells from this cell line using a 120mW 785nm laser. This low noise
reference was then artificially noised as described in Section 9.3, and 17 datasets were generated with SNR
values from 20 to 200 in steps of 10, each containing 100 spectra. Following this, the spectra were denoised
using the MLE-SG algorithm with early stopping at appropriate wavenumber locations and the average
improvement in SNR was measured for each dataset. Among the marked peak locations (in cm−1) are:
785,1004,1090,1127,1262,1319,1341,1451,1585,1619, and 1662. These peak number locations corre-
spond to well known biochemical assignments in epithelial cells, as shown in Table 9.1. [108, 109]
The standard deviation of the Gaussian modelling the peak regions was kept at 10, as in the previous
section. The results, together with corresponding results for the PSmooth algorithm, and SG filtering (with
polynomial and window sizes of 3 and 7) respectively, are shown in Fig. 9.9. In almost all cases the MLE-
SG algorithm outperforms the other algorithms, with a minimum of 50% improvement in SNR compared to
the raw data. For the low SNR case pSmooth shows a comparable result to MLE-SG for the global spectrum
due to the higher amount of smoothing generated by that algorithm; however, the improvement in the SNR
in the region of the phenylalanine peak is significantly higher for MLE-SG.
Similar results are observed to those in the previous section. The peaks have been effectively preserved
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Wavenumber (cm−1) Chemical Bond Association
785 - 788 Stretching of DNA related bonds Nucleic Acid
and DNA/RNA breathing modes
1004 Phenylalanine Protein
1090 Stretching of DNA related bonds Nucleic Acid
Stretching of C-N backbone Protein
1127 Stretching of C-N backbone Protein
Stretching of C-C Lipid
1262 DNA/RNA breathing modes Nucleic Acid
Amide III Lipid
1319 CH2, CH3 twisting Lipid
DNA/RNA breathing modes Nucleic Acid
CH deformation vibration Protein
1341 DNA/RNA breathing modes Nucleic Acid
CH deformation vibration Protein
1451 CH2 deformation vibration Protein/Lipid
1585 DNA/RNA breathing modes Nucleic Acid
1619 Tyrosine; tryptophan Protein
1662 DNA/RNA breathing modes Nucleic Acid
Amide I Protein
Fatty Acids Lipid
Table 9.1: A table of common biochemical assignments in epithelial cells.
Figure 9.9: Comparison of SNR enhancement for simulated T24 datasets achieved by denoising algorithms.
A corresponding table of values is available in Appendix B, see Table B.3.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of SNR enhancement achieved by denoising algorithms for an initial SNR of 50.
and the large flat regions have a lower standard deviation than that provided by the other two denoising
algorithms. In all cases the MLE-SG algorithm preserves the peaks better than the other two methods, while
also out-performing the other methods in terms of global smoothing. The SNR product clearly demonstrates
the superiority of the algorithm for all cases of input SNR by taking into account both global and peak SNR
improvement in a single metric. Despite the tuning of the algorithm using the polymer spectrum, which
has a significantly different spectral form the algorithm still provides a superior SNR enhancement over the
other algorithms and produces high quality denoised spectra. This indicates that the algorithm performs
robustly across different types of spectra. This does not preclude the possibility of improving performance
through spectra-specific tuning.
9.5 Summary and Future Work
This chapter has demonstrated how Savitzky-Golay filtering may be enhanced with Maximum Likelihood
Estimation to produce an algorithm that consistently out-performs competing algorithms. MLE provides
bounding properties, based on the noise distribution associated with the signal, to prevent the SG smoother
from significantly altering the underlying spectral features. The algorithm is iterative, with increased
smoothing occurring with each iteration; inclusion of an early stopping procedure, based on a user input
of peak locations, further ensures that sharp local features are effectively preserved while allowing further
smoothing in low frequency regions. The resulting algorithm provides up to a 100% improvement in SNR
when compared to the raw data. It also consistently out-performing competing algorithms (PSmooth and SG
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filtering) in terms of all metrics used to evaluate algorithm performance. While inputting all peak locations
of interest may not always be possible, particularly if unexpected components exist, many applications are
based on recording a known sample repeatedly, therefore, the features of interest are generally well known
and will require the same wavenumber locations for subsequent experiments.
The proposed algorithm was optimised and rigorously tested on simulated datasets based on a polymer
spectrum before being tested on experimentally collected datasets; a close correspondence was observed
in the results for the simulated and experimental datasets. Finally the algorithm was tested on simulated
datasets of epithelial cells and the results showed similar trends in SNR improvement despite there being
no retuning of the algorithm.
Another contribution of this chapter is the development of a rigorous approach to evaluate Raman
smoothing algorithms in general in terms of SNR and the proposed SNR product metric. This analysis
is based on estimating the RMSE with respect to a known reference and is applied to both the global spec-
trum, as well as in a peak region; since these regions can be adversely affected by smoothing. The proposed
metric known as the SNR product, i.e. the product of the improvement in global SNR multiplied by the
improvement in peak SNR, is used to monitor the overall spectral quality provided by the denoising algo-
rithms. This allows the user to evaluate how effectively the algorithm preserves peaks and smooths low
frequency regions simultaneously. We believe that this chapter constitutes the first attempt to rigorously
investigate the effects of smoothing algorithms on Raman spectra in terms of SNR.
Recently, a blind deconvolution algorithm has been proposed that appears to have some similarities
to the denoising method presented here [110, 111]. Their method also makes use of the maximising a
posteriori technique in an iterative manner, and uses a modified Tikhonov regularization model that appears
to be similar to the constraint used in our approach that penalises deviation from neighbouring values. Their
method also includes a deconvolution process during each iteration in order to take into account, and correct
for, the system response function, which is also varied with each iteration. This approach is demonstrated
to recover highly degraded and noisy Raman spectra, particularly for cases in which spectral structure is
corrupted due to the instrument response. Although this blind deconvolution algorithm has some similarities
to the proposed method, both are derived in fundamentally different ways, and each has its own unique
characteristics. More work is needed to fully elucidate the relationship between the two algorithms and to
compare their results.
Future work could also include varying the value of λ in Equation 9.9 for each sample in the spectrum in
a similar manner to that of the adaptive regularisation model discussed in the previous paragraph. [110,111]
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By varying this parameter rather than m it may be possible to produce a result in fewer iterations. An obvious
area for future work is to develop an automatic peak identifier [112] in the operation of the algorithm to
negate the need for user input; this would also have the benefit of including unexpected spectral peaks in
the early stopping process.
Once the proposed software methodologies and algorithms, that have been discussed in the preceding
chapters, have been applied to the system the principle option for improving SNR is the use of reflective
substrates. Chapter 10 proposes the use of reflective substrates in Raman systems, particularly systems that




Improving SNR using reflective
substrates
This chapter is related to the following manuscript that is in preparation for submission to a journal:
Sinéad Barton and Bryan Hennelly. "Improving Signal to Noise Ratio Using Reflective Substrates". In
Preparation. Analytical Methods.
I would like to provide an acknowledgement to Adam Dignam and Marion Butler of the Immunology
Department at Maynooth University for the cultivation and deposition of the cell lines presented in this
paper, Section 10.3.1.
10.1 Introduction
This chapter is the only chapter that proposes a solution to the issue of improving SNR that does not
make use of software. Assuming the optical elements in the Raman spectrometer are well aligned, the
aforementioned optimisation methodologies have been applied, and optimal denoising techniques are being
utilised, the substrate remains the principal avenue of investigation for improving the SNR of the recorded
spectra; the reason for this is not immediately clear, but by the end of this chapter it will be obvious that the
substrate can generate noise that exceeds any other source of noise in the Raman spectrum of a biological
cell. Investigating the use of reflective substrates is not only important for improving the SNR but also for
reducing the cost of biological experimentation where NIR lasers are commonly used but require specialised
high cost calcium fluoride substrates. Unlike previous chapters, no artificial data is used in this chapter;
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however, the SNR of the spectra from various substrates is used as a metric to quantify the improvement in
spectral quality. The reflective substrate is shown to significantly improve the SNR due to the increase in
collected Raman scatter, when compared with more expensive calcium fluoride (CaF2) slides.
Excitement of Raman scattering using a laser with a wavelength in the NIR wavelength region is often
preferred to laser in the visible region for applications that require high accuracy. This is due to a number of
key advantages of NIR excitation including higher wavenumber resolution, reduced photo-damage, as well
as reduced auto-fluorescence from the spectrum. However, the dominant spectrum from glass substrates
under NIR excitation necessitates the use of highly expensive pure crystal substrates, such as Raman grade
CaF2. These substrates produce little background with a caveat that they place a cost limitation on this
approach. [12] Furthermore, reduced Raman scattering occurs for NIR excitation when compared with
excitation with lower wavelengths resulting in lower SNRs, which necessitates longer acquisition times.
[12]
In this chapter, the use of reflective substrates for Raman cytology using NIR excitation is investigated
as an approach to overcome the two disadvantages mentioned in the previous paragraph. These substrates
are made from traditional glass slides with a thin film of metal deposited on the surface, such as aluminium
or gold, and are relatively inexpensive. The authors have previously demonstrated the potential for reflec-
tive substrates for NIR Raman cytology [12]; here, we expand on this work to rigorously investigate the
advantage that these substrates afford in terms of SNR when compared with Raman grade CaF2. Multivari-
ate classification of two prostate cancer cell lines is applied to cells recorded on both types of substrates and
it is shown that the reflective substrates display enhanced performance.
Finally, despite the dominant background spectrum associated with a glass slide, it is shown in this paper
that modern background subtraction methods [42], can still recover the Raman spectrum of a cell. Although
the recovered spectrum has a very low SNR, it is demonstrated that classification is still possible using the
PCA loadings generated from the previous multivariate analysis with the gold and CaF2 substrates. It is
believed that it has been shown possible to record a reliable Raman spectrum from a cell deposited on glass
using NIR excitation.
10.2 Confocal Raman Microspectroscopy Using NIR Excitation
Excitation of the Raman spectrum using a source laser with a wavelength in the near infrared (NIR) has
a number of key advantages for analysing biological samples when compared with visible wavelength
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excitation: (i) Firstly, NIR wavelengths are less absorbent in tissue and cells and are, therefore, less likely
to burn or photo-damage the sample, (ii) secondly, biological samples are known to produce little or no
auto-fluorescence with NIR lasers [113], which can be a significant advantage [114], and thirdly (iii) the
wavenumber resolution is superior in a Raman spectrum scattered using a NIR wavelength.
The baseline resulting from auto-fluorescence often varies randomly from one recording to the next.
Although we have just now ascribed this baseline to an auto-fluorescence from the sample itself, as it is
the most common explanation for the source of this disturbance [113], it must be noted that other authors
[114] have suggested that it may originate from sample morphology and Mie scattering of the source laser
wavelength. Regardless of its origins, it is well known that this baseline is significantly less pronounced for
Raman spectroscopy with NIR wavelength excitation. Various algorithms have been developed to identify
and remove the baseline signal from Raman cell spectra, with polynomial fitting techniques being the most
common technique used today. [38, 115] Recently, least squares algorithms have been shown to provide
superior results. [42, 43] In Raman spectroscopy, where units such as Raman shift or wavenumbers are
used, the spectral resolution (in wavenumbers) of the system increases with the source wavelength. When
the wavelength is shifted through Raman spectroscopy from the excitation wavelength λe to the scattered
wavelength λs, the shift in wavelength is given by ∆λ = λe−λs but the corresponding wavenumber shift












Therefore, assuming that the wavelength bandwidth, ∆λ , remains constant regardless of the center
wavelength chosen, it follows that the ratio of spectral bandwidths for two different source wavelengths,






Thus, for a sample case of ∆λ = 100 nm, we can conclude that 532 nm source wavelength results in
approximately 2.3 times more spectral bandwidth than 785 nm. Conversely, the resolution at 785 nm is
≈2.3 times smaller than that at 532nm. The overall efficiency of a grating also depends on the blaze angle
of the grating, which we do not consider here.
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However, despite the advantages discussed above, there also exist a number of disadvantages associated
with NIR excitation; (i) Firstly, and most significantly, the spectrum from a glass substrate has a large
intensity that overwhelms the cell spectrum. This necessitates the use of expensive, highly pure Calcium
Fluoride (CaF2) substrates (or similar), which are expensive (>$100 per slide), and are, therefore, not useful
for high throughput applications. (ii) Secondly, the rate of Raman scattering is significantly reduced for NIR
excitation, which results in lower SNR values.
The number of photons scattered is also related to the laser wavelength, with the intensity of Raman
lines being proportional to the fourth power of the laser frequency [116]: Therefore, when a comparison
is made between a 532 nm laser and a 785 nm laser, as in Equation 4.10, it can be seen that the 532 nm
laser produces Raman lines that are approximately 4.74 times more intense than those produced by an 785
nm laser for the same laser powers, assuming non-resonant conditions. [115] It is clear that the scattering
efficiency is higher at lower wavelengths, resulting in the use of shorter integration times and lower powered
lasers in the blue/green regions, although the quantum efficiency of the grating and CCD detector being used
must also be taken into consideration.
Despite the drawbacks listed above, NIR Raman spectroscopy is often preferred for accurate biochem-
ical cellular analysis due the aforementioned advantages, provided that cost is not a limiting factor. In
the following sections it is demonstrated that using a low cost reflective substrates can significantly en-
hance the intensity of a cell spectrum recorded using NIR excitation, thereby mitigating the effect of both
disadvantages outlined in the previous paragraph.
10.3 Methods
10.3.1 Sample Preparation
High grade prostate cancer epithelium cells (PC3; Sigma-Aldrich) and androgen-sensitive human prostate
adenocarcinoma (LNCaP, Sigma-Aldrich), were cultured in 1:1 mixture of DMEM and Hams-F12 medium
supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum and 2 ml Glutamine. Flasks were maintained in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37◦C. When the cell lines reached 80% confluency, the culture medium was
removed, and the cells were rinsed with sterile PBS. Trypsin-EDTA (0.5%) was added to the flask, which
was incubated at 37◦C until the cells had completely detached (not exceeding 15 min). An equal volume of
5% serum-containing medium was added to the flask to neutralise the trypsin enzyme. The entire contents
of the flask was transferred into a sterile container, and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant
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was removed, and the cell pellet was resuspended in fresh medium. This solution was centrifuged at 1200
rpm for 5 min, the medium decanted; and resuspended in 1 ml PBS. This step was repeated and the cell
pellets were resuspended into a vial containing 20 ml of a methanol based fixative (PreservCyt; Hologic,
USA), and left at room temperature for 15 min. The vial was inserted into the ThinPrep 2000 (T2; Hologic,
USA) machine, and the cells were transferred on to a gold coated glass slide (100 nm gold thin film on
glass; Deposition Research Laboratory Inc., USA)), a CaF2 (Raman Grade; Crystran, UK) slide, or a glass
slide (Thinprep slide; Hologic, USA). The Thinprep standard has previously been shown to be compatible
with Raman microspectroscopy. [117, 118]
10.3.2 Acquisition of Data
All spectra were recorded using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon HR 800 (Villeneuve d’Ascq, France) Raman spec-
trometer, which was coupled to an Olympus BX41 upright microscope equipped with a 100x objective
(MPlanN, Olympus, NA = 0.9) and a 785.16 nm diode laser source (300 mW). Raman scattering was col-
lected through a 400 mm confocal hole onto a back illuminated air-cooled CCD detector with 13.5 mm pixel
size (Synapse; Horiba, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France) for the range of 500–1800 cm−1 using a 300 lines mm−1
diffraction grating, yielding a dispersion of ~1.5 cm−1 per CCD pixel. The instrument was calibrated using
the 520.7 cm−1 peak of silicon. Raman spectra were recorded using 20 s acquisitions. In total, spectra were
recorded from 52 PC3 cells on CaF2, 52 LNCap cells on CaF2, 52 PC3 cells on gold, 52 LNCap cells on
gold, and finally 52 LNCap cells on glass.
10.3.3 Processing of Data
Following recording of the raw spectra CRA removal was performed using the method described in Chapter
8. Cosmic ray removal is followed by application of an EMSC algorithm as described in detail in Chapter 3.
This algorithm computes a background signal in the form of a baseline N-order polynomial (to remove the
baseline signal that results from the cells auto-fluorescence) plus the background signal from the substrate.
Briefly described, the EMSC algorithm applies a least squares fit to (i) a reference Raman spectrum from
a cell; (ii) an N-order polynomial; and (iii) a reference spectrum taken from the substrate. The algorithm
returns the weight of (i), which enables normalisation of the spectrum relative to the reference, as well as
the total background made up of the appropriately weighted substrate spectrum plus the polynomial. It has
been shown that the use of high values N does not result in over-fitting with the EMSC algorithm. [43] For
this study, a 7th order polynomial was used in the EMSC subtraction algorithm for all datasets, and similar
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results were found for N=3.
The reference spectrum of the cell provides the basis for all of the spectra to be fitted; the reference
spectrum chosen in this study is the mean spectrum of all of the raw spectra recorded from all cells on
both the gold and CaF2 substrates. In order to remove any potential bias, the same reference spectrum
was used for the EMSC algorithm applied to process the spectra of all cells that are investigated in this
paper, including those recorded on glass. The background signal from both the gold and CaF2 substrates
are flat in the fingerprint region [108] and, therefore, no reference spectrum from the substrate is provided
to the EMSC algorithm when processing spectra recorded from cells on those substrates. However, for the
spectra recorded from glass, a reference glass spectrum was also input to EMSC algorithm to be included
in the least squares fit in addition to the cell reference and polynomial. This reference glass spectrum
was calculated based on the mean of 6 acquisitions of 20 seconds recorded from the Thinprep slide. [45–
48] Multivariate statistical analysis is often applied to Raman spectroscopic data for classification. This
involves the application of pattern recognition techniques, such as PCA or LDA, in order to identify subtle
changes across datasets that can be used to accurately differentiate between different pathological groups
and subgroups. PCA was directly applied using the ’pca’ function in MATLAB to the four datasets recorded
from cells on gold and CaF2. In advance of PCA, all spectra were smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter
[11] (k = 3; w = 11) in order to reduce noise.
10.4 Results
10.4.1 CaF2 vs. Gold
The raw spectra recorded from the PC3 and LNCap cell lines on both gold and CaF2 are shown in Fig. 10.1
(i) and (ii) following cosmic ray removal. It should be noted that no scaling of any kind has been applied;
the spectra shown in Fig. 10.1 (i) and (ii) are shown on the same axis and with the same relative intensity
as when they were recorded. No shifting of the spectra along the intensity axis has been performed. On
average, the spectral intensities of the cell spectra recorded from both cell lines on the gold is similar and is
approximately four times that of the spectral intensities recorded on the CaF2.
The corresponding datasets after EMSC correction are shown in Fig. 10.1 (iii) and (iv). The EMSC
algorithm uses a 7th order polynomial at the mean spectrum of all of the raw spectra shown in Fig. 10.1 (i)
and (ii) as a reference cell spectrum. The resulting datasets have been corrected relative to this reference
spectrum; a 7th order polynomial has been subtracted and the result is normalised with respect to the refer-
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Figure 10.1: These figures illustrate the difference in spectral quality of cell spectra recorded from two cell
lines on gold and CaF2. The raw unscaled spectra are shown in (i) for cell line PC3 and (ii) for cell line
LNCaP.Note, no scaling or shifting takes has been applied in these two images and the same intensity axis
is used for all data in (i) and (ii). In (iii) and (iv) the EMSC corrected datasets are shown and the two groups
are shifted in the intensity axis for ease of comparison. In (v) and (vi) the mean spectrum and variance are
shown for each of the four datasets shown in the previous two figures.
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Figure 10.2: The four mean spectra from the EMSC corrected data shown in Fig. 10.1 (iii) and (iv).
ence spectrum. These figures show that there exists significantly less variance across the datasets recorded
from the gold substrate, particular in the wavenumber band around 900 cm−1 and in the band 1200 cm−1
– 1400 cm−1. For ease of comparison the four mean spectra are overlayed in Fig. 10.2, in which it can be
seen that there is a strong similarity between the four mean spectra, with the greatest differences occurring
in the two regions mentioned earlier in which high variance is observed for the cell spectra recorded from
the CaF2 substrate.
Fig. 10.1 (i) and (ii) illustrates that the spectral intensities of the two cell lines varied on average
by approximately a factor of three across the gold and CaF2 substrates. The possible reasons for this are
discussed in in the next section. Here, we investigate further this difference in spectral intensity by analyzing
the SNR of the spectra recorded from both substrates. In order to do this, the method for estimating SNR,
described in Section 4.3.1, is employed. We recall that the basis for this method is simply to subtract a SG
smoothed version (polynomial order = 3, window size = 9) of each spectrum from its raw counterpart in
order to isolate the noise signal, from which the standard deviation is calculated. The signal value, S, is
taken as the maximum point in the mean spectrum used to EMSC fit the data. The SNR is calculated from
each of the raw spectra shown in Fig. 10.1 (i) and (ii), using this method. The results are shown using a box
and whisker plot in Fig. 10.3.
It is clear that there is a significant difference across the two substrates in terms of SNR. The mean SNR
for the PC3 and LNCaP cell spectra were 141.2 and 146.4 for the gold substrate, respectively. The corre-
sponding SNR values for the CaF2 substrate were 88.4 and 86.2. The gold substrate shows a consistently
higher SNR than that of their CaF2 counterparts as well as a more narrow grouping of SNR values, although
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Figure 10.3: A comparative boxplot of SNR values for both cell lines across CaF2 and gold substrates.
in the case of PC3 the increase in SNR clustering is less obvious than that of LNCaP.
There are a number of interesting conclusions that can be made from this result. Most notably, the mean
SNR value of all the spectra recorded from the gold is 143.8 and the mean SNR from CaF2 is 87.3. The
ratio of these to values is 1.65, which is approximately the square root of the ratio of the mean intensities of
the raw spectral data recorded from both substrates, shown in Fig. 10.1 (i) and (ii). This result is consistent
with what would be expected given the definition of shot noise given in 4.2.1.
Here we apply PCA, as described in Section 10.3.3, only in order to investigate (i) the differences
between the spectra recorded across both substrates as well as across both cell lines and (ii) any differences
in the separation of cell groups across the two substrates. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 10.4
and Fig. 10.5 where we have used the same colour codes for the four cell groups that appeared in Fig.10.1
and elsewhere in this chapter. Illustrated are the principal components for which there was a clear separation
of the corresponding score plots. In Fig. 10.4 i), the mean spectra of PC3 and LNCaP deposited on gold
are shown as well as the first principal component, ii) shows the scatter plot that is related to that analysis.
Similar results are shown for both cell lines when deposited on CaF2 in Fig. 10.4 iii) and iv). However, in
this case the scores are separated principal components 1 and 3. Prominent peaks in the relevant loadings
have been highlighted for ease of comparison. A close correlation is observed across these peaks for both
cases. These encompass numerous spectral peaks that have previously been noted in the classification of
prostate and bladder cells, with key biomolecular peak differences observed at 792 (DNA), 938 (proteins),
1002 (Phenylalanine; Protein), 1058 (DNA, lipids), 1089 (DNA), 1252 (Amide III), 1302 (CH2; lipids)
1340 (CH2/CH3 wagging of nucleic acids), 1459 (DNA), 1484––1574 (DNA), and 1676 cm−1 (Amide
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Figure 10.4: (i) Illustration of mean LNCaP cell spectra on gold and CaF2 compared to the PCA loading
providing maximum separation (ii) Corresponding scatter plot iii) Mean spectra of PC3 deposited on gold




Figure 10.5: (i) Illustration of mean LNCaP and PC3 cell spectra on Gold compared to the PCA loading
providing maximum separation (ii) Corresponding scatter plot iii) Mean spectra of LNCaP and PC3 cells
deposited on CaF2 when compared to the PCA loadings that provide maximum separation iv) Correspond-
ing scatter plot
I); similar peak differences have previously been observed in the separation of prostate and urothelial cell
lines. [42, 68, 119, 120]
We infer from these results that the same biomolecular differences account for the separation of both
cell lines regardless of substrate. However, the important question of why different results are observed
across both substrates remains. In an effort to elucidate the reason(s) for this, PCA was applied to the same
cell line across both substrates in isolation, as illustrated in Fig. 10.5.
There appears to be no distinct relationship that accounts for the separation of LNCaP across both
substrates with the corresponding separation of PC3. It may be possible that the substrates affect the cells




Raman spectra were recorded from the nuclei of 52 LNCaP cells deposited on a glass ThinPrep slide. The
original purpose of this experiment was to compare the raw spectra with equivalent results from CaF2 and
gold in order to validate the well-known assumption that the glass signal dominates the cell spectrum to
such a degree that it renders these slides unusable for NIR Raman spectroscopy. The raw spectra of the
LNCaP cells recorded from glass are shown in Fig. 10.6 (i), where it can be seen that the glass spectrum
dominates the cell spectrum. The only obvious visible feature from the cell spectrum is the phenylalanine
peak at 1000 cm−1.
It must be noted that the cell spectra are not weak, they are approximately equal in intensity to the cell
spectra recorded from the CaF2 substrate. Rather, the cell spectrum is weak relative to the glass spectrum. It
should be noted that a number (12) of the glass LNCaP spectra, which are not shown here, were sufficiently
intense as to saturate the CCD sensor. An attempt was made to recover the cell spectrum from the raw
dataset in Fig. 10.6 i) by applying EMSC correction to remove the glass spectrum, as described in Section
10.3.3 and 3.4.
The corrected dataset is shown in Fig. 10.6 ii) where it can be seen that all of the principal peaks asso-
ciated with the Raman spectrum of a cell are indeed present. However, it is clear that there is a significantly
higher level of noise in this dataset than in the corresponding datasets for the gold and CaF2 case shown
in Fig. 10.1 iv), which is confirmed by calculating the mean corrected spectrum and the variance of the
dataset, shown in Fig. 10.6 iv). The reason for this is due to residual shot noise introduced by the glass
spectrum that cannot be removed using the EMSC algorithm. This noise will have a standard deviation that
is equal to the square root of the intensity of the glass spectrum and will, therefore, be appreciably large
when compared with the intensity of the cell spectrum. If this reasoning is extended, it can be expected
that that this residual noise term will be strongest in the region in which the glass spectrum is most intense.
Two estimates of SNR were calculated independently, one corresponding to the left hand side (LHS) of the
spectrum (everything before 1150 cm−1) and the second corresponding to the right hand side (RHS) of the
spectrum as indicated in Fig 10.6 iii). The resulting box plots are shown in Fig. 10.7 i) and show a clear
disparity between the two bands of spectra. The median value for the SNR of the LHS is equal to 45 and
the median value of the RHS is 26.
Despite the relatively low values for SNR for the cell spectra from glass, the spectral profile is clearly
distinguishable and for some applications this spectral quality may be sufficient. In Fig. 10.7 it is demon-
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Figure 10.6: Results for LNCaP cells deposited on glass slides. The raw Raman spectra are shown in (i)
in which it can be seen that the glass spectrum overwhelms the cell spectrum; (ii) The same data is shown
in (ii) following EMSC correction using a glass reference spectrum. (iii) shows the mean spectrum of the




Figure 10.7: i) Boxplot of the SNR values of the LHS and RHS indicated in Fig. 10.6 iii). ii) shows the
results of projecting the LNCaP cell spectra from glass onto the PrinComp loadings created by training a




Figure 10.8: Illustration of the increased Raman intensity afforded by a reflective substrate.
strated that it is possible to classify these spectra with high accuracy using the PCA model that was trained
on the gold and CaF2 data. The resulting scores from the first three PrinComp loadings are shown in Fig.
10.7 ii). This 3D figure represents similar information to that contained in Fig. 10.4 and Fig. 10.5, how-
ever, it shows the group and substrate separation simultaneously in 3D space. The variance explained by
PrinComp 1, 2, and 3 is 34%, 14%, and 12% respectively. It can be seen that the scores overlap with the
scores resulting from the most closely related dataset i.e. LNCaP on CaF2. We can, therefore, postulate
that it may be possible to classify cells on pathological glass slides using Raman spectroscopy with 785 nm
excitation.
10.5 Summary
The first conclusion that may be drawn from this chapter is that a reflective substrate may be optimal for cell
analysis using Raman microspectroscopy with NIR excitation rather than the current gold standard of CaF2.
In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that a reflective substrate in the form of a glass slide with a 100 nm
deposition of gold, yields spectra with significantly higher SNR. In the context of the unwanted background
signal from the substrate, both the CaF2 and gold substrates provide a negligible signal. The gold substrate
is significantly less expensive than Raman grade CaF2, approximately 5 euro per substrate compared to
150. In addition, the intensity of a cell spectrum recorded with 785 nm is shown to be approximately 4




The reflective substrate allows for forward scattered Raman photons, that would be lost through an
opaque substrate, to be reflected back towards the microscope objective and collected. The result is an ap-
proximate doubling in Raman intensity. Secondly, the source laser is also reflected backwards, effectively
doubling the excitation power. Therefore, reflective substrates will yield approximately quadruple the spec-
tral intensity resulting in an increase in SNR as a direct consequence. Disregarding dark current and read
noise from the camera, the standard deviation of the shot noise is equal to the square root of the intensity.
Taking the definition of signal to noise ratio as the intensity divided by the standard deviation of the noise,
it can be expected that an increase in intensity by a factor of four will increase the SNR by a factor of two,
as evidenced by Fig. 10.3.
An investigation of the all four recorded datasets using principal components analysis revealed that the
CaF2 cell spectra separated from the gold cell spectra due to a higher variance in the CaF2 data. The two
cell lines separated over the same components for both substrates. The results clearly demonstrate that the
lower noise less variant spectra recorded from the gold substrates provided for significantly better clustering
of the data. It can be expected that this would result in superior classification. It should be noted that not
all reflective substrates are as chemically stable as the gold. In the course of this work, aluminium slides
(100 nm Al deposited on glass) were investigated but were found to be reactive with the fixing agents that
are used to preserve the cells.
The second conclusion in this chapter is that glass slides, in conjunction with background removal
algorithm based on least squares fitting, are usable substrates for Raman microscopy with NIR excitation.
Glass is seldom applied in this area due to the strong spectrum from the glass itself. Although, the resulting
cell spectra have low SNR, approximately 30-50% the SNR that of equivalent spectra recorded from CaF2,
it has been demonstrated that these spectra are still of sufficiently high quality for classification using PCA.
Given the prevalence of glass slides in pathology and their low cost, it may be preferable to use glass slides
with NIR excitation for certain applications. However, the use of glass would require optimal software
denoising techniques to increase the SNR of the cell spectra recovered from the glass substrate.
The following chapters in this thesis focus solely on software based denoising techniques to increase
the SNR. These software based solutions are based on two common post-processing steps applied to exper-
imental Raman spectra: cosmic ray removal and smoothing to remove system noise. Chapter 8 proposes an
alternative algorithm for the removal of cosmic ray artefact removal that is demonstrated to result in spectra
with a higher SNR than that of the double acquisition method. Chapter 9 proposes to enhance traditional
SG smoothing with maximum likelihood estimation that yields spectra with higher SNR and greater peak
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Raman spectroscopy has widespread applications in several fields including clinical medicine, material
science, industrial inspection, and pharmaceuticals. However, Raman scattering is a weak process and for
a majority of samples, low photon counts can be expected in the Raman spectrum. This is particularly true
in the field of medicine, in which low laser powers are required to avoid burning the tissue or cells. Most
commonly, Raman spectroscopy is coupled with multivariate classification for the purpose of distinguishing
or identifying different samples. One example is the diagnosis of different diseases based on the Raman
spectra recorded from cell or tissue. The low photon count in a Raman spectrum, results in high noise levels
and low values of signal to noise ratio; this can adversely affect the capability of Raman spectroscopy to
be used for classification. The various contributions outlined in this thesis are related to the development
of methodologies that enhance the SNR in a Raman spectrum. These contributions take several forms,
including methods to evaluate and predict performance of a given recording system in terms of SNR or the
output spectra, as well as algorithmic methods that can be applied post-capture for the purpose of increasing
SNR. These increases in SNR, which are achieved through the various contributions proposed herein can
lower acquisition times, increase throughput in clinical systems, increase classification accuracy, and may
reduce cost. Specifically the contributions in this thesis are as follows:
• A key contribution in this thesis is a method to model the noise in a given Raman spectroscopy system.
By doing this, the user can create artificial datasets without extensive experimental procedures and
use them to optimise the performance of the system. This process enables rigorous evaluation of the
effect of each recording parameter on the SNR of the collected data and the resulting classification
accuracy that can be expected for a given application. The application (and, therefore, sample) of
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interest as well as the recording system will determine the system specific irradiance .
• In Chapter 5 it is shown how artificial datasets may be used to systematically evaluate the required
minimum acquisition time of a particular sample on a given Raman spectrometer in order to provide
reliable classification. In a similar manner, these datasets can be used to predict the optimal read-out
parameters for the CCD, as discussed in Chapter 6. The subsequent improvement in SNR achieved
through this optimisation may be translated into a reduction in acquisition time, which is significant
when one considers that recording times of up to one minute are not uncommon for a single spectrum.
It is this limitation that has prevented Raman spectroscopy from being applied to high throughput
applications such as cervical screening. Any minor saving in acquisition time for a single spectrum
may contribute to a major saving in time over the course of an extensive experiment.
• Optical elements present in a Raman spectrometer can be expensive, the CCD being arguably the most
expensive as well as affecting all sources of noise in the recorded spectra. Investing in a new CCD can
be an expensive procedure, for which cost and performance must be balanced. This new CCD may not
necessarily guarantee a significant improvement in system performance. Following the procedures
described in Chapter 7, it is possible for an experimentalist to establish a more reliable cost-benefit
analysis of replacing the CCD in the system. This chapter also provides a brief overview of how
this methodology may be extended to other optical elements in the system such as the microscope
objective, diffraction grating, and source laser.
• While not strictly part of the system, the substrates upon which the samples are deposited can have
a significant impact on the spectral intensity and the SNR. NIR lasers are commonly used in the
inspection of biological samples; however, it is difficult to use NIR excitation in conjunction with
glass substrates due to the overwhelming spectrum from the glass. A potential solution to this is to
replace the glass substrates with reflective substrates, particularly a glass substrate with a 100 nm
gold film deposited on the surface. Gold is chemically stable, produces a negligible background, and
significantly enhances the Raman scatter produced by and collected from the sample. In Chapter
10, we demonstrate the potential of these substrates to enhance the SNR by 100% or, alternatively,
reduce the acquisition time by 50%. A second contribution is also contained in this chapter, whereby
we show that recently proposed background subtraction methods can reliably extract recognisable
spectral features from data recorded from glass substrates. Although is is possible to subtract the
glass spectrum, the fluctuation in SNR across the wavenumber range that is introduced by the shot
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noise from the intense glass background may provide challenges for reliable classification, especially
if the glass background saturates the camera.
• Once the possibilities of hardware optimisation have, within reason, been exhausted. Post-processing
algorithms designed to efficiently denoise spectra have the potential to further improve the SNR of
the recorded spectra. These algorithms may be used to reduce the acquisition time or to sufficiently
improve system performance so that reliable classification may be achieved. The two algorithms
proposed in this paper are an algorithm for cosmic ray removal and a denoising algorithm. Chapter
8 illustrated how the averaging together of multiple acquisitions can degrade the SNR of recorded
spectra. This is an undesirable but inevitable consequence of the most commonly used method for
cosmic ray removal. The proposed algorithm alters the operating principles of the double acquisition
method so that it may be applied to databases of spectra of single capture spectra. This results in
an improvement in the SNR of 10% when compared to the double acquisition method. Another
advantage of this method is that it may be used to process pre-recorded datasets for which double
acquisition is no longer possible.
• The SNR naturally fluctuates across the wavenumber range being inspected due to the difference in
intensity of the spectral peaks and, therefore, the different degrees of shot noise. Typically, smoothing
algorithms are applied to all wavenumber regions of the spectrum in the same manner. This can neg-
atively affect the underlying spectral features particularly for the case of a sharp peak. The proposed
algorithm, discussed in Chapter 9, enhances traditional Savitzky-Golay smoothing with Maximum
Likelihood Estimation, as well as implementing an early stopping procedure in user defined peak
regions, resulting in up to 100% improvement in SNR when compared to the raw data. The algorithm







This section contains the MATLAB code to perform database CRA removal as detailed in Chapter 8.
% Dataset is an mxn matrix with m baseline corrected spectra of n sammples
function[dataset] = CRARreboot(dataset)
% Determine dimensions of matrix for reference
dim = size(dataset);
figure, plot(dataset.’)
% Median filtering to prevent CRA matching in high CRA data
for h = 1 : 1 : dim(1)
refData(h,:) = medfilt1(dataset(h,:),11);
end
% Ascertain the correlation between each spectrum
% For each row of data
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for i = 1 : dim(1)
% Correlate that spectrum with every other spectrum
for j = 1 : dim(1)
% Breaking down the correlation calculation
d1 = dot(refData(i,:), refData(j,:));
d2 = dot(refData(i,:), refData(i,:));
d3 = dot(refData(j,:), refData(j,:));
corrVec(j) = (power(d1,2)/(d2*d3));
% If a spectrum is going to be correlated with itself, record a null value




% Determine the optimum pairings of spectra (corrVec should have the same number of
%elements as rows in the dataset so dim is reused)
for k = 1 : dim(1)
% If a particular element is equal to the max of the vector then
% this is the most similar spectrum and the position of it is recorded in pairVec





% For every spectrum
for h = 1 : dim(1)
% Take histogram of signal and exclude the the highest 5% of the signal
% from the calculation to prevent stdDev skew
counter = 1;




% Discard potential cosmic rays from the standard deviation calculation
for q = 1 : 1 : length(remains)
if remains(q) < centres(4)
cleanRem(counter) = remains(q);





% Subtract the correlated spectrum from the original
tempSp = dataset(h,:) - dataset(pairVec(h),:);
% If there is a significant difference between them then copy over the values
for g = 1 : dim(2)
if tempSp(g) > sigma*5
dataset(h, g) = dataset(pairVec(h), g);
% If a cosmic ray is detected then apply lower filters to the surrounding area
for p = -1 : 1 : 1
if g+p < 1 || g+p > dim(2)
continue
else
if tempSp(g+p) > sigma*2
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These two function files are written for MATLAB software and can be copied and pasted into .m files. In
order for them to run correctly the two files must be saved into the same folder as each other and the data
that they are required to process. The code for this is presented in the following sections, as well as the
commands to call the code from the MATLAB workspace.
B.1.1 Workspace Function Call
% Command to call the MLESG algorithm from the MATLAB workspace
% Please note that this function call uses the algorithms inbuilt parameters to process the spectra
m = calculatem(y,wavNo,pkLoc,gSig);
xe = MLESGcore(y, m);
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B.1.2 Early Stopping Procedure
Please note that the last 4 input parameters are to enable users to perform additional optimisation of the
algorithms performance. If these inputs are not specified, then the algorithm will estimate the SNR auto-
matically and use the inbuilt parameters specified for that particular SNR.
% y is the raw data vector, which is a function of sample index i
% wavNo is the axis for y in cmˆ-1
% m is the iterations vector, which is a function of sample index i
% pkLoc is a vector containing a list of peak locations in cmˆ-1
% gSig is the standard deviation of the Gaussian used in Eq.14 in paper, 10 is recommended
% SNR is the SNR of the signal itself
% minm and maxm are respectively the min and max numbers of iterations
% mu is the background signal vector (mean dark current read noise)
function m = calculatem(y,wavNo,pkLoc,gSig,SNR,minm,maxm,mu)
% Auto-fit Gaussian curves of iterations to peak regions
% defined by the user
% Scale gSig to the wavenumber axis
gSig = gSig*(wavNo(2)-wavNo(1));
if nargin == 7
mu=0;
end

























minm = 2; maxm = 5;
end
end
if nargin == 4
% If SNR value is not given then estimate from raw
mu=0;
temp = sgolayfilt(y-mu,3,9); noise = y - mu - temp;
clear temp;
SNR = (max(y-mu)/(std(noise))); clear noise;
if SNR<=200


















minm = 2; maxm = 5;
end
end




G(i,:) = 1 -
exp(-(power(wavNo-pkLoc(i),2))/(2*power(gSig,2)));
end
% Calculating minimum number of iterations along vertical
m=min(G);
% Scaling with respect to minimum and maximum values m can have
m=m*(maxm - minm) + minm;
end
B.1.3 Core MLE-SG Algorithm
Please note that the input parameters lambda, p, v, q, and mu are to enable users to perform additional
optimisation of the algorithms performance. If these inputs are not specified, then the algorithm will utilise
the inbuilt parameters available to it.
% y is the raw data vector, which is a function of sample index i
% m is the iterations vector, which is a function of sample index i
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% lambda and p, default values of 1.8 and 0.4
% v and q are SG papramaters and have default values of 5 and 7
% mu is the background signal vector (mean dark current + read noise)
function xe = MLESGcore(y, m, v, q, lambda, p, mu)
if nargin == 2
v=5;q=7;lambda=1.8;p=0.4;mu=0;
elseif nargin == 4
lambda=1.8;p=0.4;mu=0;
elseif nargin == 6
mu=0;
end
%Ensure m contains integer values
m=round(m);
% Determine first guess for the algorithm
x=y-mu; clear y; clear mu;
N = length(x);
% An estimate is required for the search window in which to calculate the MLE; this estimate is based on
% the approximate value for the standard deviation of the noise terms as calculated here.
% The range is equal to 6 times this value.
temp = sgolayfilt(x,3,9); noise = x - temp; sigma = std(noise);
clear temp; clear noise;
% Apply MLE














% Note this is denoted as x’ in the paper and represents the smoothed signal used within the MLE esti-
mation
xdash = sgolayfilt(xe, v, q);
% Apply MLE to each sample index
for i = 1 : 1 : N
% Only apply MLE if iteration number for this sample index is greater than the current iteration
% number
if m(i) >= j
% This is the vector of possible xe values we apply MLE over
MLErange = (xe(i)-3*sigma:6*sigma/100:xe(i)+3*sigma);
% Minimise the likelihood function (lFunc)
% This will be assigned the likelihood estimations for each value of x in the range of values
% MLErange
leMLErange = zeros(size(MLErange));
for k = 1 : 1 : length(MLErange)
limit1 = lambda*
(power(abs(MLErange(k)-xdash(i)),p));
limit2 = power(x(i) -
MLErange(k),2)/(2*power(sigma,2));
% Calculate likelihood estimation (le) for each value in range for sample i
leMLErange(k) = limit1 + limit2;
end
[a, b] = min(leMLErange);
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end
B.2 Early Stopping Optimisation
The following section provides details of the optimisation process of the proposed algorithm in terms of
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), as defined in the main body of the paper. These optimisation processes
take place after the optimisation of the input parameters λ and p. In this case the focus is placed on the
Savitsky-Golay (SG) input parameters and the number of iterations required by the algorithm to achieve
the maximum SNR for both the whole spectrum and a peak of interest. The peak was chosen as a region
of interest due to it’s narrow width and relatively low intensity which renders it a challenge to preserve
effectively. Optimisation processes were performed on artificial plastic datasets with a range of different
input SNRs. Results shown are a mean of 100 individual spectra which were denoised using the algorithm.
These graphs are where the optimum values for mmax and mmin were derived for three sets of SG input
parameters. For aesthetic purposes the number of iterations is limited to 50 in the graphs, since for the
majority of datasets the optimal number of iterations is under 50. However, for the lower SNR datasets
the number of iterations was increased until the increase in SNR for the de-noised spectra had stabilised or
reached it’s maximum, the final decision for mmax is provided in the caption for these images. Please note
that the iteration curves provided in Fig. 9.4 were derived from the curves associated with SG(5,7), which
are illustrated in the following figures.
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Figure B.1: Initial SNR: 120
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Figure B.2: Initial SNR: 100
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Figure B.3: Initial SNR: 80
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Figure B.4: Initial SNR: 60
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Figure B.5: Initial SNR: 40
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Figure B.6: Initial SNR: 20
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B.3 Tables of Quantitative Values
In this section the quantitative results correspond to Fig. 9.8(a), Fig. 9.8(b), and Fig. 9.9 in the main
body of the text are presented. These results clearly demonstrate enhancement oin SNR achieved by the
proposed denoising algorithm compared to the two alternative methods examined in the paper. The value
of the SNR is presented for each of the denoising methods. The metrics of Global SNR, Peak SNR, and the
SNR product have all been calculated separately using the mathematical definitions provided in Equations
9.10, 9.11, and 9.12 respectively in the main chapter. Each value given in the tables is the average value
calculated over a dataset of 100 similarly noised spectra.
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Raw Data MLE-SG Data SG(3,7) Data Perfect Smoother
Global SNR 20.05 47.08 34.77 40.67
30.07 64.90 50.58 55.10
40.09 83.72 66.60 69.53
49.79 101.34 81.83 83.73
59.70 118.81 96.23 97.72
72.25 140.88 114.46 115.93
79.66 149.58 122.72 125.12
91.67 165.90 136.53 140.61
99.58 174.35 145.16 150.90
109.11 190.49 156.62 164.38
120.42 208.94 166.89 179.08
130.82 221.94 175.39 191.92
139.78 233.17 181.59 203.28
Peak SNR 21.65 40.47 35.41 15.84
33.74 55.19 43.10 23.55
44.99 70.12 47.04 31.64
60.96 90.47 48.78 38.22
72.50 101.86 49.73 45.31
78.18 115.15 50.74 61.23
97.53 128.54 51.24 65.94
97.71 140.68 52.05 73.99
104.36 146.95 51.40 75.90
118.70 162.36 52.08 90.27
130.30 180.20 52.35 114.81
143.08 188.77 52.87 123.18
153.78 198.30 53.22 127.84
SNR Product 1 4.50 2.93 1.58
1 3.48 2.24 1.38
1 3.26 1.84 1.31
1 3.16 1.42 1.14
1 2.95 1.20 1.11
1 2.94 1.09 1.32
1 2.61 0.88 1.15
1 2.65 0.84 1.23
1 2.53 0.76 1.15
1 2.47 0.67 1.21
1 2.44 0.59 1.38
1 2.28 0.52 1.32
1 2.19 0.48 1.29
Table B.1: A table of the values of the SNR calculated based on the simulated plastic datasets for the three
denoising methods using the three SNR metrics described in the main body of the paper. Corresponds to
Fig. 9.8(a).
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Raw Data MLE-SG Data SG(3,7) Data Perfect Smoother
Global SNR 25.41 54.51 43.15 49.21
39.55 76.73 65.46 69.03
50.48 93.99 82.28 84.24
61.56 110.40 98.04 99.69
70.44 122.73 110.66 111.68
78.38 132.27 121.47 122.19
86.51 143.70 132.74 134.21
94.42 151.43 141.50 144.86
102.95 162.12 152.46 155.56
110.52 175.34 161.24 165.56
117.26 184.77 167.35 174.31
122.74 191.63 173.49 181.21
128.74 200.17 180.24 190.06
132.74 206.34 183.28 194.39
140.96 217.59 191.57 206.19
Peak SNR 24.84 49.73 41.92 20.12
33.12 65.13 46.58 29.60
42.79 67.25 45.22 36.08
50.36 83.42 50.80 47.80
59.41 88.45 55.51 56.23
61.90 99.63 55.88 61.16
72.48 100.52 55.92 67.09
73.44 108.90 55.59 73.11
77.63 107.43 55.73 82.97
87.85 127.07 58.63 94.73
91.44 132.82 55.92 102.23
93.55 133.88 57.81 94.35
99.21 146.91 60.09 118.80
99.38 135.94 58.57 112.49
118.04 168.48 58.74 124.92
SNR Product 1 4.26 2.88 1.63
1 3.93 2.43 1.64
1 2.99 1.78 1.46
1 2.94 1.67 1.59
1 2.68 1.63 1.65
1 2.77 1.47 1.61
1 2.33 1.26 1.52
1 2.43 1.21 1.63
1 2.17 1.12 1.67
1 2.32 1.02 1.66
1 2.32 0.93 1.76
1 2.24 0.93 1.55
1 2.31 0.90 1.81
1 2.14 0.86 1.73
1 2.23 0.73 1.62
Table B.2: A table of the SNR values calculated based on the experimental plastic datasets for the three
denoising methods using the three SNR metrics described in the main body of the paper. Corresponds to
Fig. 9.8(b).
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Raw Data MLE-SG Data SG(3,7) Data Perfect Smoother
Global SNR 19.03 42.58 32.71 41.43
31.98 63.07 53.91 60.69
38.25 74.17 63.73 69.85
47.75 87.80 79.01 83.78
56.39 95.29 91.15 94.42
68.42 118.58 107.84 109.28
79.83 136.76 122.15 123.16
87.58 148.70 130.91 132.74
95.33 160.07 139.45 141.97
106.43 171.97 150.45 155.34
113.45 171.34 156.24 162.44
125.73 188.91 166.63 177.33
134.51 201.01 173.19 186.50
146.21 213.07 180.95 202.04
153.76 216.01 184.38 207.15
163.31 235.19 190.65 218.16
171.43 245.32 195.91 228.00
183.99 255.30 201.73 240.17
190.86 261.84 203.76 245.94
Peak SNR 23.37 32.65 27.79 14.79
34.81 49.66 32.12 18.93
42.35 60.27 33.80 21.92
54.10 67.40 33.47 22.89
61.01 82.75 34.55 25.94
78.23 97.36 34.60 29.25
88.43 107.57 35.53 33.77
100.03 107.78 35.35 37.77
111.43 119.77 35.20 41.96
119.32 133.85 35.30 45.27
131.53 139.37 35.24 49.09
130.34 147.12 35.29 60.04
150.08 162.68 35.51 60.96
166.51 176.44 35.43 66.66
173.27 184.73 35.41 72.62
191.48 196.19 35.30 72.27
187.99 195.95 35.56 78.38
211.02 218.31 35.72 79.74
207.38 222.73 35.47 86.14
SNR Product 1 3.35 2.25 1.56
1 2.93 1.65 1.11
1 2.87 1.44 1.03
1 2.39 1.08 0.79
1 2.34 0.98 0.76
1 2.21 0.75 0.65
1 2.18 0.66 0.63
1 1.93 0.58 0.63
1 1.89 0.50 0.60
1 1.91 0.45 0.59
1 1.66 0.41 0.58
1 1.69 0.38 0.67
1 1.65 0.33 0.61
1 1.57 0.29 0.60
1 1.53 0.27 0.63
1 1.52 0.24 0.56
1 1.52 0.23 0.60
1 1.46 0.20 0.53
1 1.47 0.20 0.57
Table B.3: A table of the SNR values calculated based on the simulated T24 datasets for the three denoising
methods using the three SNR metrics described in the main body of the paper. Corresponds to Fig. 9.9
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